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"THE KIND THAT WORK RIGHT"

Many D.fferent Styles
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News

Will Be Given Again at Bailey Island,
Also at Orr's

Summer Goods

hotels are doing successful

DEMPSTER.

Concerning

the

Life

Summer Colony.

Island.

of

the

|

You find our store attractive and full
of merchandise that will interest
you

The summer people at Bailey and
Ume. Julia Popoft, who with her
Orrs Island are congratulating them- daughters and sister are at
the Hill
selves on
the
advent
of
"Fanny homestead, near the East End, gave
Brown of Portland Town," the musi- a oinner party on
Thursday evening
cal
comedy by Robert Dempster, at which covers for eight were laid.
which
has
already been produced The table was decorated in yellow
three times on Bailey and
and white with wild
on
once
flowers
and
Orrs.
It is the hit of
ferns.
Those present were Mrs. A.
the
season
here and the fine dramatic work of J. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. John
S.
the local talent, developed under Mr. Crowley, Miss Natalia
Mitropolsky.
Dempster's direction has made the Ml. Chas. A. Woodbury, Misse3 Clauplay the talk of the Bay. Tomorrow dia and Olga Popoff and the hostess.
and Saturday evening it will be reMrs. Hi'gh Hastings of Plainfield,
peated again at Library Hall, Bailey N. J., is summering on the island
Island and next Monday it will be as has been her custom for several
given the second time at Red Men's years past. Her many friends among
Hall, Orrs Island. The object of the the summer colony are
pleased to
director, Mr Dempster, is to clear up hp.ve her among them once again.
the temporary indebtedness on the Mrs. Hastings spent the
early part of

SOUVENIRS

Metal Novelties
Fir Bags and Pillows
Fountain Pens

Kodaks and

Fine Stationery
Supplies
Developing and Printing
Books of Every Kind
Magazines
Leather Goods
Tennis Outfits
Golf Goods
Brass Novelties

R. S. DAVIS CO.

Loring, Short & Harmon

The Complete Homefurnishers

Cor.

Exchange

and

Federal Streets

Monument

F. E. HASKELL, Treasurer

fUaks dlalattfc ii 0 it a ?

SPAR
VARNiSH
We
of

are

Spar

Halph

Left

Smith's

47 EXCHANGE ST.

on

Drug Treatment

Consider carefully into whose hands
you place yourself. Serious
investigation by physicians and prospective patients

invariably
Original, Scientltlc, Rawhy: 36 years' success, skilled
physicians, kindly treatment, natural health
reasonable
charges, no restraints, no drastic methods, nobuilding,
publicity. We
results in selecting the
KEELEY—the
tional Treatment.
Briefly here's

both

men

and women.

treat

No nausea or bad after effects— we do
or "knock-outs."
Established 36 years.
in plain, sealed wrapper.
Write today.

Hyosctne, emetics
Interesting booklet mailed
not use

AVENUE,

COR. MELLEN STREET

DRUGS
Bring

or

send your Films for

KODAKS
Developing, Printing

The Simmons & Hammond Store,
633
Congress St.,

opp.

and

Enlarging

Lafayette Hotel, Portland, Me.

Agents for Page & Shaw's, Fish, Dutch Daintier and
Apo!lo Candles

CANDY

Haskell & Jones

Alice
Beatrice
Peck,
Margaret Sinnert.

Company

MONUMENT SQUARE

Reliable Apparel for Men and
Boys

tli«-

Doughty,

Robert

IS
NOW
WELL
WITH GUESTS.

Congressman Summers of
Visiting at Hotel.

FILLED

is

This popular hotel is the scene of
much gaiety now.
The house is almost entirely full anrl more people
are
booked to arrived here in the
near future.
Everything is being
done for the amusement and comfort of the guests, much pleasure being derived from the sailing parties
which daily accommodate
a
large
number of people. Card parties, fishing, bathing and walking form a greet
part of the amusement of the day.
The beautiful new Vicirola is also
a great asset to the hotel for the music lovers who can *jow enjoy the bccl
music of the world's greatest artists.
An attraction which will come here
soon is the play which will be
given
here August seventh by the Boston
Juvenile Flayers, under the management of Alice M. Glorer.
As well as enjoying the island, the

(Continued

|
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Mrs. Howard S. Hamilton, formerly
of the island, but who with her husband and family are at present living
at Woodfords, was here on the island

Page 5)

business

affairs.
Mrs.
Hamilton is greatly missed In the activities of the Ladies' Aid Society of
the Methodist church.
For several
years she has been chairvian of the
annual sale conducted each summer
by this
organization and
largely
through her efforts has the affair been
made a financial success.
She was
a
tireless and faithful worker and
her loss to the society is keenly felt
The many relatives and friends of
Mrs. Freeman Hamilton of Vinalhaven. Me., will be sorry to hear that
she was recently operated upon in
a hospital at Rockland.
The operation was a success and her complete
recovery is expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden O. Blanchard
and family of Portland with Mrs. M.
Place also of that city are at the
Estes cottage near Central Landing
for a two weeks' outing.
The wildcat hunt is well on and
we hope before the paper comes to
our readers that the dangerous animal will be caught.
Daily tne cp
Is being seen by new people, all of
whom state that the animal must be
on

"Greatest Umateur Performance Ever Scared

on

t.

:

SUuuc, iflattaricr

:

(Caere

:

lUatj, fflaittr

NOW OPEN

season

Thursday

Texas

|JeaUs HJalaui)

Demps-

in Portland
with
her
da* 'liter.
Mrs.
Carmichael,
j
-Ornui
land's best known physicians. Thursday and Friday of last week Mrs. Hasthe first items mentioned and
the tings was at Bailey Island, the house
of
the coming performances guest of Mrs. David S.
proceeds
Barker of
will he applied to the mortgage inPlainfield, N. J., who has a delightful
terest and probably
a
payment on bungalow at Rock Point there.
the principal also.
The cut shows
Mr. Chas. A. Woodbury of Salem,
two of the cast, with Mr. Dempster, Mass., is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs.
who
also takes a character ( John S. Crowley at the Breeze cotdirector,
and
Mrs.
Alice Peck who has tage, Eastern Landing.
part,
Mr.
Woodworked indefatigably
in
costuming bury was at the Summit House for
the plav.
A packed house is de- a week previous.
served and probably will be had both
The summer tourists
find
great
nichts at Bailey and the one succeed- pleasure in visiting the Red
Dragon
ing night at Orrs.
Gift Shop and Tea Room.
Souvenirs
of every conceivable variety are offered for sale.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

523 CUMBERLAND

ter,

'Hiding,

HOTEL

M. F. BRAGDON PAINT CO

or

Mrs.

PEAKS ISLAND HOUSE

The Yellow Front Paint Store

Liquor

Right:

piano, etc., and to
make" as much of S, oayment as posj.ib!e on ihe mortgageaccrued interest.
One hundred dollars already have been expended on

for the best kinds
Varnish for your boat—

Before Your Decide

to

Lil

headquarters

Valspar, Kyanize,
Keystone

Sq.

1

CllUUllO

])CcUC5

iUi

for its liberal

agement,

man-

superb

location and
shore dinners.

fine
Ev-

erything modern.

Accommodates 500.

Rates, booklets and
plans on application.
floor

real wildcat because no stray cat
could ever grow to such an enormous
size.
Prom the reports received the cat stands about two feet
is
and
from
high
three to four feet
long, with long tufted ears and a
short tail, which it switches back
and forth as it spits venomously like
a cat and utters low growls.
People who have seen the cat say that
one can come quite near to tne cat
before it bounds away and disappears
in the woodo.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Brown, Jr.,
of Germantown, Penn., spent a few
days last week with Mrs. Walter
Curit at her home on the East End
of the island.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown
have been on the island before, having come here two years ago on
their honeymoon trip.
They are now
in Laconia, N. H., where they are
spending their summer.
Mr. E. A. Ballard of Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, was greatly delayed in
coming here by a rather sudden attack of appendicitis.
Ho ts now rapa

dly recovering, however, and will arat his beautiful cottage, "Khatmandher," on the West End of the
rive

island.
Mr.

C.

H.

Roberts

of

Anington
to join

Heights, Mass., is expected
his family at their cottage
Massachusetts colony on the

in the
first of
His wife will be entertainAugust.
ing at that time
her
friend, Mrs.
Thomas Spencer, also of Massachusetts.
The many friends of '.Miss Stella
Hale will be happy to know that she
has now recovered from her attack
of the measles.
They will be sorry
to learn, however, tnat her brother,
Leon, and her sisters, Eugene and
Pauline, have all caught
the
contagious disease and now confined to
the house.
The attack is light in all
three instances so that a quick and
speedy recovery is to be hoped for.

(Continued

on
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Casco Bay"

THE ISLAND PLAYERS and
ROBERT DEMPSTER
Entrance to Wlldwood

Present

8hore and Chlfiken Dinner®

"Fanny Brown of PortlandTown
For Last Three Times

Friday, July 28 and 29 at Bailey
July 31 at Orrs Island
Reserved S»ats 50c.
New

Songs

PERFORMANCE

Sand

Beach,

Bathing

Sulta to Let.
boata at all tldea.

WILD WOOD

Afternoon Tea

500 Foot

landing

for motor

INN

WILDWOOD PARK, CUMBERLAND FORE8IDE
Wlldwood Inn la the only place under peraonal
management of English Tea
Room, excepting 609 Congreia Street, Portland, Maine.

Island

A. A. TOOHEY

Admission 25c.

Women's Wear

and Novelties

followed by dancing

Bath Housea,

Inn.

Diit nclive in
568 CONGRESS ST.
..

■

Design

and

Quality

PORTLAND, ME.

Bailey

land, New York City; Mrs. CrittenE.
den, N. J.; Mr. Albert
King,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Island

Willow*.
Mrs. Johnson's hotel is now full
and she will not be able to accommodate anyone for two or three weeks.
The Homestead.
As usual there have been a num- This year will be as successful, if not
ber of social functions during
the more so, than years past.
Saturday a number of the guests
past week.
Friday evening an enover
stayed
tertainment was given by students motored to Portland,
of the Emerson College of Oratory. night ,and back the next day.
The evenings are spent in cards
Miss Evelyn Ellis gave a splendid
comic monologue, which was exceed- and music is very popular.
The arrivals are: Miss
L.
Ada
ingly funny, called "Aunt Sophronia
Mr.
Tabor at the 'Uproar."
She also ren- ; Leonard, East Orange, N. J.;
dered another called
"The
lletrot j C. B. Lanterman, East Orange, N. J
Discourteous." The dramatic sketch
Mr. Irving Sinnett of New York and
"Who's Afraid?" by Marjorie Benion
for
Cooke was given by the Misses Ma- Bailey Island will return here
the
rest of the summer to assist in
comber. Michel and Bailey.
of
hid
E.
E.
father's,
Friday evening Mrs. J. J. Allen taking charge
Sinnett's store.
Mr.
Sinnett
will
entertained guests at tea.
Everyone
take a long delayed respite for the
enjoyed themselves.
Saturday evening everyone sang folk-songs which benefit of his health, though it is
were very pretty and enjoyed by all. quite likely he will remain in close
The guests here are: Mr. and Mrs. touch with his business, leaving the
active management to his son.
S. H. Cornwell,
Conn.; I
Hartford,
Capt. George H. Lubee has taken
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. McGuire, Miss
I out several large parties
of young
McGuire, Nutley, N. J.; Mr. Chas.
his
motor
boat,
E. Swett, Miss Miriam Swett, Mel- people recently,
the best equipped in
rose, Mass.; Mr. W. Harold Brown, "Tramp," being
Bay for
New Haven, Conn.; Mrs. Frederick the eastern part of Casco
H. Daniell, Miss Marguerite Daniell, this purpose.
The surf on the back shore,
Franklin, N. H.; Mr. and Mrs. Light- |
espe- j
cially at Little Harbor and the Thunpipe, Montclair, N. J.
! der Hole, has shown the visitors a
glimpse of grandeur during the past
The Woodbine.
1j
week.
Friday and Saturday
espewas
Saturday a, birthday party
held in honor of Mr. Harvey Sin- cially brought out hundreds of sightnett.
All the guests of the house seers in spite of inclement weather.
were invited.
| Twenty foot waves were often obwhich
Saturday evening a moonlight sail ! served, breaking into spray
with Captain Lubee was given.
The ! covered the sea with foam for a half
party sailed among di'.Terent islands mile out. The roar of the Thunder
and Halfway Rock.
Those who went | Hole was heard at certain times of
were:
Gladys Mead, Vivien Sloane, I tide away across the island.
Tinker Mackerel and
the
sweet
Winifred Samuel,
Eileen
Samuel, |
Rena MeComber, Evelyn Ellis, Henry I morsel known as butter fish are now
Sinnett, Harvey Sinnett, Edwin Sin- staple diet here, the daily catch of
marketed
Mrs.
nett, Perley Sinnett,
Morse, I the pounds being mostly
A
Miss Edna Sedgwick, Margaret Sin- and shipped from Sinnett's wharf.
nett, Richard Sinnett and others.
j forty-two pound cod was among last
by trawl. A steak
The sail was a delightful one and | week's catches
no
accidents happened to mar the I from a fish of that size is a revelaI
tion
those
to
who have to take the
evening. The crowd had a fine time
small fish
and all hoped to be able to go on [ bits commonly sold from
and
cut
lengthwise necessarily,
another sail in the near future.
|
The
musical
"Fannie
comedy
Mrs. Sinnett's guests are: Mrs. E.
be
H. Powell, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Mrs. Brown of Portland Town" will
and
I. K. Myer, Miss Kingsbury, Balti- | given for two nights, Friday
more, Md.; Miss E. M. Powell, Lans- ! Saturday, July 28 and 29. It is hoped
W. C. i that it will be as much of a success
downe, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs.
A number
of
reserved
Hunton, Portland, Me.; Mr. Daniel as before.
1 seats are on sale at Stetson's, but a
I. Sloane, Portland, Me.
great number of the seats are not
i reserved. With some of this money
The Driftwood.
Mr. Dempster hopes to pay the interDespite the reputation the Drift- est on the
mortgage.
wood has of being the most quiet hoThe money r'ready made from the
tel on the Island, the guests never
complain of not having had a fine, musical comedy "Fannie Brown of
Situated as it is Portland Town" is not to be used !
yet restful time.
for buying books as was announced
on the ocean the surf is splendid and
It is to be
on
last Friday the wonderful surf in last week's Breeze.
could be seen to fine advantage. Mrs. used toward lifting the mortgage on j
With some
of
the j
Gulliver's Victrola is always ready Library Hall.
has
mended
for use and her fine records can be money Mr. Dempster
j
the leak in the roof and has done
heard any time.
other
about
the
hall.
necessary
things
Mr. W. A. Bradley, after a few
Mrs. Clara Louise Burnham's golddays' absence in So. Bristol, Conn.,
arrived Friday and was very glad fish pool is
and
completed
only
to get back.
awaits the coming of its occupants'
It
will
be surrounded by flowers and
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Lyons have re- |
Mr. Wallace, florist of Portland,
turned to Montpelier, Vt., after a bay.
will supply the goldfish, of
which
pleasant week's visit.
to tie 3
p.umhftr—,—<
Mim CMtiVw ut Wtjn Rr'.fVwood ww sllufff
Mr. and Mrs. D. T. MacCloud and
the winner of the Victrola put up on
shares and it was shipped to her family of New York are among the
late arrivals and will occupy The
home in Baltimore on Saturday.
Miss Ethel Parkman of Portland Crags for the balance of the season
Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
left Monday after having spent a
Kenney of
Newtonville, Mass., spent the week
very pleasant three weeks.
Mrs. Gulliver's niece, Miss Wilson, end with Mrs. Lincoln Righter at her
arrived on Friday for the rest of cottage on Rock Point.
Mr. Lincoln Righter of Newtonville
the season.
A schooner was sighted
by the spent the week end with his family
one
of
the
as
and
at his Rock Point Cottage.
guests off the coast
Miss Dorothy G. Lawton of New
guests said, it was tipping so that
been
have
York
must
the mariners
fright- ;
City has removed from Mrs.
ill.
Barker's, where she was visiting, to
fully
Mr. Miss Josephine Thorp's, where she
Mrs. Gulliver's guests are:
Haskins,
Quincy, will stay for a while.
and Mrs. C. E.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Lyons,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pulsifer and
Mass.;
Montpelier, Vt.; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. friends came down in their motoboat
Miss from Yarmouth Island, near SebasPa.;
Philadelphia,
Koehler,
Me.; ! codegan Island, where
Gardiner,
Clara I. Robinson,
were
they
Mrs. John Brierly, Miss Etta Alma I stopping, and made a visit to Mrs.
Miss and the Misses Adams.
Mass.;
Worcester,
Brierly,
Mrs. H. A. Hoff and Mrs. A. A.
Mary L. Allen, Cambridge, Mass.;
Miss Janet
Northampton, Potter of Murray Hill, N. J.f are visCurrier,
Mass.; Miss Maude M. Mixer, Cam- iting Mrs. Cain for one month.
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Cain and family
bridge, Mass.
of Summit, N. J., are at their cotHood Inn.
Robin
tage near the Homestead for the reA new float for the private use of mainder of the summer.
Ihe hotel guests is the latest addi- I
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Potter of
which makes
tion to the
Lewiston, Me., have arrived at th>?ir
Miss Massey's house so ideal. This cottage Rosemont, for the rest of
float is used by the guests for bath- the season.
Miss Alice Smith of Auburn, Me.,
ing, fishing, etc. One day last week
nine of the guests went on a deep is the guest of Mrs. Potter for two
nothing weeks.
sea fishing trip but caught
more than dogfish, so the trip was
Mr. VV. H. Spars of Boston, Mass.,
not voted as successful as it might arrived Saturday
to
three
spend
The guests came back weeks with his wife and family at
have been.
disgusted but hoped for better luck the At wood cottage
Red
Gables,
the next time.
which he has taken for August.
sat
guests
Mr. Zachariah Jellison of BrookFriday evening the
toasted lyn. N. Y., well known in Maine, esaround the open fire and
A
marnhmallows and popped corn.
pecially in Portland and Ellsworth,
number of sailing parties have been for his benevolent tendencies, spent
held to different points in the bay. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John W.
S. Cook at the Breezemere.
Mr.
are:
The arrivals here
Frank Woodman, Miss Elizabeth H.
Mrs. Folles has just returned from
Mrs. a three
Mass.;
Woodman, Haverhill,
days' stay in Portland and
Sarah Woodman, Mr. Paul Woodman, says she is very glad to get back.
Summit, N. J.: Mrs. L. A. Smith,
Dr. J. C. Harrison of Washington,
New York City; Miss Bessie Gal- D. C., is with the Misses Coyle at
way, Mattapan, Mass.; Mr. ,T. Morton Spindrift for the summer.
Brown, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. F. G.
On Friday the surf, so grand to
Haubitzer, New York City; Mr. and view from the outer Islands, was
Mrs. Geo. Wells, the Misses Wells, especially beautiful at Bailey's.
It
Philadelphia, Pa.
dashed un into the Giant's Stairs
and completely over Pinnacle Rock
The Johnson.
which made a very unusual and inThe guests here are enjoying them- teresting sight. At Thunder Hole the
selves very much, first at croquet, reverberations were much louder than
on thp grounds across the road from
usual. Many people went. out In the
the hotel.
At all times of day peo- pouring rain and got soaked In order
ple may be seen playing this enjoy- that thoy might see the magnificent
able game.
spectacle and those who did not see
A number of deep-sea fishing par- It at Pinnacle Rock were very sorties have been held and there has ry when they heard about it.
been sometimes better and sometimes
Mrs. Puron, a
well-known critic,
worse luck.
p nd
the "later of Richard Watson
Mr. Johnson's guests are: Mr. and Ollder, one of America's most famMrs. Chas. C. Ostermann nnd Miss ous poets, Is visiting Mrs.
('has.
Tx>ng- Bradley at The TTrchlns.
Prlscllla Alden
Ostermann,
madon, Mass.; Mrs. A. C. Atwood,
Mrs. Skldmore has returned to her
Manchester Green, Conn.; Miss Lou- cottage Roseledge, after an absence
Mrs. J. of two weeks.
ise Rounds, Augusta. Me.;
F. Craig, Miss Stella Craig, Chicago.
Miss Maude A. Walt and
Miss
Miss
Mabel
Meade, I^eonla, N. Florence Overton of New York City
111.;
AlMrs.
Miss
Rdw.
G.
Robinson,
are upending a month at The Ripple
J.;
ice H. Robinson-, Fast Orange, N. J.;
Virtue !s not always its own reMiss Helen F. Young, Sweet Briar, ward thinks Cant. David
Doughty,
Va.
who capsized his punt about,
two
weeks ago while opening his lobnter
The Seaside.
car In order to get two lobsters to
This hotel ranks first In quietness accommodate a lady on the Island,
for there are no social functions go- rather than sell them all at wholeThe arrivals here are: Mr sale, as Is his custom. The accident
ing on.
nnd Mrs. McFarland, Miss MacFar- was not serious as the
captain is a

Woodbine

The

|

JOHNSON & LEEMAN

SINNETT, Prop.

CASCO BAY'S LEADING GROCERY AND GENERAL STORE
We have everything needed for the
table, and our meat department
is the best In Casco
Bay. All our vegetables are received daily. Stove
and Fireplace Wood. Our new
auto truck assures the trade of prompt

Bailey Island, Maine.

on

servic6

BAILEY'S ISLAND

TELEPHONE 8011A

The JOHNSON

Bailey Island, Maine
H.

F. JOHNSON, Proprietor
Open June 15 to October 1
Enlarged capacity. Beautifully located at the south end of the island
near Little Harbor.
The Johnson
and cottages contain about
forty
rooms, all pleasant and airy.
Thoroughly modern, toilets, bath. etc.
Table supplied with best market
affords. Sea food a specialty. Fresh
milk, eggs, poultry and vegetables
raised on the premises.
Bathing,
Boating and Fishing.
New Dirt
Tennis Courts.
Itates on application.
H. F. JOHNSON, Boatbullder
Repairing Promptly Done

AND COTTAGES

THE OLDEST NATIONAL BANK IN THE CITY

Capital and Surplus Over
ONE MILLION DOLLARS
Invites

Deposit

New

Personal

and

Accounts

Interviews.

of unusual things from aiound the world.

Congress St., Portland, Maine

628

When you have

OPPOSITE PUBLIC LIBRARY
few leisure moments come in and inspect our stock.

THE HOMESTEAD

a

BERTHA FARNHAM LOUGEE, Fiorist--Desip»r--Derorator

Occupies

OUR

NEW

FLOWER

commanding situation at the
picturesque end of thea
short
walk of either
hav shore. The Homestead
tableand service
a

southern and most

island—within

BAILEY ISLAND. MAINE.

nwnn

or

CHOICE CUT FLOWERS of all kinds in their Season. Climatic
conditions produce the linest fcPENCER PEASProcurable as judged
by Experts in this line.
We also carry an EXCLUSIVE LINE OF
POTTERY—nothing duplicated—such
as candle-sticks,
jardinieres, flower bowls, tea-sets, vases, etc., which make nice
wedding and birthday gifts as well as pleasing souvenir gifts from Maine.
VISIT

MAINE

application. Tel. 615.

The First National Bank of Portland

j

j
|

S.

This popular boarding; house was among
the first to open Its doors for the entertaining: of guests.
Location ideal, being
at the head of the
famous
Mackerel
Cove. Fine table supplied with the best
obtainable.
Bathing, Boating and Fishing near the house. Rates and circulars

j

j
j

Cottages

and

MRS. HUMPHREY

are

homelike
alii

and
in
respects

excellent.
Fresh
milk,
vegetables
from our

STORE

64T CONGRESS ST
PORTLAND Under the Columbia Hotel
Orders delivered anywhere in the United States.
Phone 3256-W Portland

Eaton

j
j

own
garden.

Tennis
Court.
Illustrated
liooklet.

Company

OHEN

Fitzgerald's

We Have the

Assortment of

Shetland Floss

Zephyr

|

All the

Very

Floss

Crochet Hooks
[ Needles

Knitting

Tatting

Needles

save

Littlejohn's

I.

Eaton and Mr. Walker, of Auspent the week-end at the
Arcade, as did four of the \nnapolis
midshipmen on their summer training cruise.
Mr.

burn, Me.,

Mrs. J. H. Hancock and the Misses
Lucy and Annie Hancock, of Wakefield, Mass., are spending three weeks
at the Arcade.
Miss Annie Hancock
is a missionary in Vellore, Southern
India, and is spending a portion of

Littlejohn's.

Frank Richardson of Milford,
N. H., is at the Arcade for one
week,
after which she will join her
family
for August in the Glover
Cottage.
Miss Eliza Cook has left the Island
and has gone to Scituate for the rest
of her vacation.

Mrs.

Long Distance Telephone

Holbrook

and

lows.

Miss

Elizabeth

Schermerhorn

is
Prescott for a month.
White
—Adv.

Milan

viriting

of
Mrs.

hog Bay.
Mr.

and Mrs. J. C. Parker and
Mr. Frederick
Gifiord
and
Mrs. E. F. Hovey of Woburn, Mass.,
are spending two weeks at the
"Bay
View."

family,

evening,*

informal
dance wnn given at Mrs. Armington's,
in honor of Miss Winifred Norton.
Those present were the Misses Winifred Norton, Helen,
Katharine and
Alice Preseott, Miriam and Bertha
Muran and Dorothy
F.
Armington,
land the Mesprs. F. Winans Gibson,
Herman
Mahr
Irving Barry,
and
Henfy Armington.
A very mysterious secret organization called the
Chain Gang has
been formed by the boy».
Mrs. Paul Fischer gave
a
la*n
Mr. Paul
party Thursday afternoon.
Fischer
sang,
accompanied
by a
zither, Mr. Herbert Flucher and Mrs.
Pryor served the refreshments, which
a
consisted
of
German affernoon
lunch.
Everyone was Invited.
Mr. Pryor spent the week-end with
his wife at the Hilltop cottage.
Mr. N. II. Armington Ir visiting the
an

Bailey island, Maine

Fresh Fish and Ice
of Tennis Shoes and
Rubber

Goods in

Stock.

SOUVENIR

POST CARDS.
Store, "Wharf and Fish Market at
Mackerel Cove

SEASIDE COTTAGE

BaHey Island,

Me.
Ideal summer home
food in abundance.

Open June

25 to Oct. 1.

with

a

Mrs.

bountiful

F.

Stetson's Ice Cream Parlor
BAILEY ISLAND,

The

Quality

ME.

Cream, made on the premises, the kind the
ticular trade demands, is what we
parserve here.
Our auto truck assures
you of prompt delivery.
We are still making the
delicious Stetson's
caramels and candies.
Box Candies, etc.,
Fruit, Soda, Cracker Goods,
Postal Cards, Magazines and all
papers.
Island agent for Casco Bay
Breeze. Don't forget our
circulating library, the latest books only two
cents a
day.

j

Ice

Kodak

Supplies, Developing,

Etc.

CHARLES S, THOMAS BaileyJsland, Me.
CASCO BAY'S LEADING
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER

All work under my personal
supervision.
Estimates on application. Job-

Willing to Carry It a Little Way.
"Great
wealth
Is
a
I
burden.
shouldn't mind having It long enough
to become a little fatigued."—Boston

bing

a

specialty.

Satisfaction

Real Estate and Land for sale.
Estates Cared for

to all.

Telephone

Transcript.

-w -wwr
TTTTTTfttThe hnnilsomo motor boat
"Trnmp", carryIng twenty passengers, can be
engaged for
private parties at any hour of the
rlay or night. We will arrange
Oem Theatre, Peaks Island,
trips to
Trefethens, and Dayburn Casino and to
othet
Interesting points In the Bay on application.
Experienced
boatmen
In
Kates reasonable.
charge.
+

CAI|INr
unlLlnU 1DAPHpC
/\I\llLi»J

GEORGE

H.

LUBEE,

OPTICIANS

w

»

♦

Bailey Island, Me.

M. WARD & SON

We are the largest and o'd^st optical estab ishment in Maine.
I'romot and careful srrvice.

BAILEY

ISLAND,

Expert Plumbing

KODAKS and SUPPLIES

MURDOCK CO.,

E. Cram

table, including sea
Handy to postoffice, wharf and beach.
Rates on application.
Transients accommodated
Dinners a Specialty

Hats, $3.95, "Eustis."

LOST.

the House

in

DEALER IN FIRST CLASS
Groceries, Provisions, Meats, Etc., First
Quality
Canned Goods, General
Merchandise,

Mrs.

A skiff, dory style, 12 feet long,
Wednesday Mrs. Macdonald and
and
white
inside
the Misses Macdonald went on a green
outside,
trip to New Meadows Inn, as the high hack to stern seat. Went adrift
guests of Mr.
in
Coppenrath
his Saturday. July 15th. from near EastFinder please notify
motor yacht "Antoinette." They went ern Landing.
by way of the Gurnet, and returned E. CAPP3, Chebeague.
by the New Meadows River and Co-

Saturday

E. S I NM ^.TT

Large Line

Monday evening a farewell sail to
Miss Winifred Norton was given on
the "Wanderlust." The boat went to
French's Island, where the party
built a fire and toasted marshrcalCambridge, Mass.,

on

Rates and Circulars
upon application
Open June 15 to September 15

Tuesday afternoon
Mrs.
Prescott
and Mrs. Humphreys entertained at
three tables of cards, one whist, one
auction and one five hundred.
Dr.
nth Woodell,
Mrs. Sampson and
Mrs. KnigSit sang.
refreshLight
ments were served. The guests were,
Mrs. Sampson, Mrs.
Dr.
Woodell,
money at Edith Woodell, Mrs. Armington, Mrs.
Hill, Mrs. Barry, Mrs. Willis, Mrs.
Mrs.
Morton,
Mrs.
Humphreys,
Ppescott.

srs..'$a&Ki

—Proprietor—

the Island—situated
on the east end
and in full view of
the
ocean.
Beautiful pine groves and
walks
around the house. The
house is modern in
every respect—toilets,
baths and sewerage.

Curtis Bros. Canning Factory in Rochester, N. Y., to inspect the packing of peas.
The reporter, while getting news,
heard rumors of an engagement, but
was unable to ascertain who the unhappy couple might be.

Knight,

Mrs.

The ideal location

Embroidery Silks^
Stamped Goodsj

Shuttles

Buy Millinery and
"EustisV—Adv.

on

ROB INHOODINN

Wool

Crochet Cottons
Embroidery Cotton

^

THOMAS E. HAZELL

surf.

Requirements?

very good swimmer at 73; but with
rubber boots full of water and a punt
too light to support him, he tried to
sustain himself on his lobster car
while he removed his sodden boots.
The result was the overturning of the
car and escape of about *25 worth of
live lobsters.
After reaching shore
Capt. Doughty found that his gold
watch was ruined also. He is a philosopher though and made little complaint at what would have "gotten
the jrcat" of some of our island visitors.

furlough

Knitting

overlooking

Germantown Yarns

Work

We Can Meet These

her

1st

Latest Colors.

Fancy

equipment

rooms

Utopia

Scotch

OCTOBER

New dining room seats fiO.
Winter address Nov. to May
10, Eustis
Fla.
Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver,
Proprietor.

Summer Needlework

Largest

to

Driftwood Ba"l1aineand

Just What You Need
Your

15th

On Sea Cliff, Ocean Side.
Open to Sept.
25. Superb View from 60 foot
Porch
Thoroughly good table and comfortable

We Have

j

JUNE

and

"WSiftofce

Contractors.

up-to-date work

save

you

Water

ME.

money.

shop.

New

We

can

Contractors

for

Supply

Outfits, Windmills,
Tanks, Pumps, Pipe fitting, etc. Cottage plumbing a specialty.
Telephone.
Expert workmen.

P!4%;«
ON YOUR SAVINQ9

Home Office, North
Sebago, Me.

WILLOW

COTTAGE

ISLAND, ME.
cottage, accommodating Boqueta

BAILEY

Homelike
about twenty guests.

FIDELITY TRUST OOMPANY
POHTUNO. MAIN!

View of ocean
and Islands, centrally located.
Rates
reasonable.
Special rates for May,
June and September.
Mr*. Walter E. Johnson, Prop.

and Floral

DENNETT,
«2«
CONGRESS ST.

Tel. M-W

Drnignn of all kindn

the
Opp

Florist

lh«

library

PORTLAND. ME.

Long Island

Market

Long

Doughty's Landing

LONG

ISLAND,

MAINE

OUR STOCK OF

Groceries, Meats

and Provisions

is the Best Obtainable

We

Appreciate All Orders and Will Give Personal Attention to the Same

Metropolitan

"Two

Stores Down East"

GEO. C. SHAW COMPANY

Importers

and Grocers

Manufacturing Bakers and Confectioners, and
Purveyors of Delicatessen Dainties
585-587-589-591

Congress Street, PORTLAND, ME.
Down Town Store, 7 and 9 Preble Street.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO CASCO BAY TRADE
Our new Market at Preble Street makes a specialty of
packing and shipping orders to any part of Casco Bay. Mail and
telephone orders have our prompt attention and patrons are
assured of the "Shaw" quality, which has been maintained
for over fifty years.

Going West?

Want some reliable information about any of the country
west of the Rockies—California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas?
Want to know something about farming opportunities, railroad rates, routes, automobile
highways,
hotels, resorts,
prices of land, methods of farming, etc?
It's our business to know all about this Pacific Slope country. Sunset Magazine is the one big national magazine, reflecting the life of this country and giving accurate information concerning its growth
and
10
development. Send
cents for a sample copy of Sunset Magazine and write us a
letter asking for whatever information you desire concerning any state in the West.

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU
San Francisco

the:

The

ENEMARK

CO.

Expert Shoe Doctors

404-406 Congress St., opp. City Hall

A Vacation in Maine is Not

Without

a

Visit

to

Tel. 1052

Complete

Eastman's

With

metropolitan slocks, and better-than-metropolitan Service, Eastman's is the logical shop*
ping center for all Maine.
Vacationists and tourists who know Maine selto visit this big store when in Portland
—and hundreds come daily from afar to solve
their shopping problems here.

dom fail

"

Little Luncheon Corner" in

cozy, quiet and cool section
of the store. Delicious food.

a

EASTMAN BROTHERS & BANCROFT
PORTLAND, ME.
Maine's

Leading Dry Goods Department Store

Casco

Island

Bay

House.

Ever popular among the summer
people here this house is do:ng much
better than it has in the two previous

years. While as yet the arrivals have
not been large in numbers, yet the
applications for the coming month
are so many that one can
safely predict a good summer for the hotel.
In no other house in the Harbor can
one get such a broad expansive and
beautiful a view as from the front
piazza of the hotel. Here one gets a
mo3t
beautiful
panoramic
sweep
of the Upper Bay.
Starting at CusliIngs Island and following the coast
in a semi-circle the view extends to
the West End of Chebeague for a
distance of more than ten miles. The
hotel guests always may be seen sitting on the veranda enjoying this one
of the especially fine attractions here.
Mr. C. H. Petsch of New York was
here a few days last week for a visit
with his wife who is summering at
the hotel.
Miss Irene and Miss Josephine Petsch arrived
from
New
York last Sunday for a few weeks'
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Petsch and
family have been at the hotel for
many seasons and have many friends
both among the summer residents of
the West End colony and among the
hotel guests.
Mr. Frank L. Mason a recent arrival at the hotel is spending his vacation here.
He is making many trips
about the vicinity of Portland visiting all the places of interest to tourists.
Last Wednesday he took a trip
to Mt. Washington, where it was so
very hot that he said that he longed
for the cooling breezes of Casco Bay.

Mass. Although date of the wedding j
has not yet been set it is generally
understood that it will not occur
until stone time next year.
Miss Esther Ford spent the week
end with her family last week but
has now returned to Boston. She intends to study to be a nurse at one
;
of the Boston hospitals next winter. ;

Mrs. A. Keith and family of Port| land are now at their cottage for the
remainder of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Libby of
Plymouth, Mass., and family arrive on
I the island next
Saturday to spend the
rest of the summer at the Rodick
cottage, which they have recently hired.
Mr. Edward Harvey of Medford
will be their guest for a week or so.
Mrs. F. W. Ford and daughter Lillian spent last
week
in
touring
through the White Mountains. They
visited all places of interest in that
vicinity and greatly enjoyed their
trip. They were, however, more than
happy to get back to the island.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. McCann
are staying with Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
McCann for a vacation
of
a
few
weeks' duration.
Mrs. Henry Van Dusen and her
son
and daughter, Mr. Frank and
Miss Jessie Van Dusen of New York
city, are occupying the Sanford cottage for the rest of the summer. They I
arrived here last Friday.
Miss Marion Smith of Portland has
recently been entertained
Miss
by
Marion Legrow at
the
East
End.
Miss Legrow is now vis.ung Miss
Smith at Sebago Lake where she is
spending the summer with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Richmond
and
Miss
Richmond
of
Dorothy
Kings Mills, Ohio, are spending the |
summer with Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Richmond at their cottage, Kemah.
Mrs. A. N. Calderwood
and
son,
Philip Calderwood of Wollaston, are j
also visiting here.
Mr. Frank E. Deals and
family of |
Auburn are at the Webber camp for
j
a week.
Mr. Beals is connected with
j
the
Huston
Baking Company of

j

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Cushing wish
to announce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Gladys M. Cushing,
to Mr. Clinton H. Johnson of Portland.
married
They will undoubtedly be
The best place for Millinery, 4,Eu3this fall.
Their many
friends
alj
though greatly surprised by this en- tis."—Adv.
are
the
gagement,
congratulating
young people
The new fish market on the wharf
where the tourist lands is
run by
young men of the island.
They are
Mr. James and Mr. Wm. Floyd.
The
store which has been open only a
and
which
is
the
month,
only fish
market on the island, is doing a very
Miss Emily Lockwood and sifter,
i Mary Constance of New
good business.
York City, I
R. S. Davis Company,
of
are visiting; Mrs.
corner
Day at the Linga- !
and
Federal
carExchange
streets,
more Cotage.
ries an excellent line of cottage and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles At wood of

Summer Skirts
We

question if

ever

before any store in

this state has shown such

a

Skirts at prices you find here.

line of Tub

All kinds
of materials and models for
every figure.
Sizes from 22 to 38 waist band.

Hundreds

of Skirts at

$1.00

Imitation linen, rice cloth and gabardines

For $2.98 and $3.98

All

manner

of

stripes and plain white

Skirts in many models.

PORTLAND, ME.

Casco Bay House

Cousin's Island

household
Mrs.

furnishings.—adv.

Lerov Witham and daughter
Dorothy and Mrs. E. M. Parington, all
of Westbrook, Me., and Mr. A. H.
Merrill of Rockland, Mass., are being
very delightfully entertained by Mrs.
Rodick at her cottage, Westlawn, on
the West End of the island.
Mrs.
Rodick was among one of the earliest
people to arrive on the island for her
summer stay here.
At her cottage Idylhurst on the
West End of the island Mrs. A. R.
Bates is entertaining a friend, Mrs.
Chas. B. Russell, of West Somervillo,
Mass.
Mrs. Russell will leave soon
for her home in Massachusetts, after
having spent a most enjoyable and
pleasant week here.
On last Friday the Dirigo club of
Woodfords, Me., was entertained by
Mrs. Harry Smardon at her cottage,
Greyshingles, on the West End. The
party arrived from the city on the
10.30 boat and remained here for the
rest of the day.
Among those present were Mrs. Sleeper, Mrs. GenthMrs.
Chase, Mrs. Parrott, Mrs.
ner,
Rowe, Mrs. Burbank, Mrs. Dean. Miss
Thompson, Mrs. Stevens, all of Woodfords, and Mrs. Bruce of Neponset,
Mass., who is a guest of Mrs. Smardon. The affair proved to be a splendid success, because Mrs. Smardon,
the hostess, had arranged everything
for the comfort and pleasure of her
guests.
Messrs. Fredrick W. Ford, Sr. and
Jr., of Medford spent the week end
with their family at their
cottage,
Fordette, at the West End.
Miss Gertrude Schonland arrived
on
the island last Saturday to be
with her mother and father, Mr. and
Mrs. Robt. Schonland, for the rest of
the summer.
She has been visiting
friends in Eoston, Mass., on her way
Miss
from Silver Bay, New York,
Schonland attended Gorham Normal
school last year and was one of the
delegates sent from there as a delegate to the Young Woman's Christian
Association conference at Silver Bay.
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Demarest
of Passaic, N. J., opened their cottage Look-to-See on the ocean side
last week.
They will remain here
Both of
for the rest of the season.
them have been coming to the island
in the summer for many years and
therefore have many friends among
both natives and summer folk.
Mrs. Wm. F. Annis and children of

Dorchester, Mass.,

are

occupying

one

of the Bowen cottages on the West
She has as her
End for the season.
C. W.
guest here her father, Mr.
Stiles of Milton, Mass, who is just recovering from a serious illness.
Mr. G. H. Magrane of Montreal,
Can., visited his wife and family at
their cottage, the Allston, for over
the last week end.
Mrs. A. C. Burnett of Boston, Mass.,
has rented the cottage Seaola and Is
now occupying the house for the remainder of the summer season.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Ford have been Mr. Wm. Paine
Smith of Beverly, Mass.; Miss Elizabeth Harvey, Mr. Geo. Harvey and
Mrs. A. Harvey. Mr. Smith, Mr. and
Miss Harvey have already gone to
but
their homes in Massachusets,
Mrs. Harvey will stay at the Fordette
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Magner and son
came last Friday to Rockmere cottage for a stay of five weeks. They
have nearby friends at Fordette, the
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Ford,
whom they have known for
many
years.
Miss Elsie Guild of West Roxbury,
Mass., Is visiting her sister, Mrs. P.
Rohde, who Is spending the summer
on the West Find of the Island. Miss
Guild will remain two weeks and will
then return to Roxbury.
Mr.,and Mrs. F. W. Ford have recently announced the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Ruth Ford, to
Mr. William Paine Smith t! Beverly,

Allston,

are
Mass.,
spending
with Mrs.
Goddard
at
Barnacle.

weeks

two
the

j

L.eading hotel on the island.
Finest view of Casco Bay possible.
Pme
alongside the hotel. Private gas light plant—gas in every room. Excellent Table.
Bathing. Boating and Fishing privileges.
Dancing parties
twice each week.
Open June 30 to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on application.
Accommodates 100. Fine steamboat service. Telephone service. Call
us any time.
Only thirty minutes' sail from Portland. Clam Bake house accommodates 500 guests with dancing privileges.
Come to our hotel for a
pleasant vacation.
groves

Mrs. Dalton and daughters,
Doris, |
Beatrice and Madeline, and Mrss
Lil-j
Man Goddard,
have returned home j
after a very
pleasaht visit at the i
Barnacle.
Mr. J. A. Smith of Brighton, Mass.,
is spending the rest of the season at
the Edgecliff.

Mrs. J. C. Ketchum of Boston, is as
usual at her
the
"flockcottage,
hr.vpn."
Mrs. Ketchum has had several
informal
card
parties, which
were enjoyed by all present.
Mr. Charles Babcock
of
Maiden,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Bissett
for two weeks.
Miss Erma Bissett entertained a
party of friends Thursday evening
with corn-popping, games, etc. Those
present were:
Miss Ruby Fontaine,
Mrs.
W.
F.
Prime, Miss Evelyn
Prime, Mrs. Powers, Miss Leona
Powers, Mr. Babcock, Messrs. Gordon, Charles and Carl Phillips, Miss
Ruth
Lyke, Mr. Kenneth Bissett,
Mrs. George P. Conrad and Mrs. S. J.
Bissett.
The
Misses
Pearson
of
the
entertained
Brownie,
neighbors
from Trenton,
N. J.,
Mrs.
Charles
Stsiger and Miss Marjorle Steiger,
over the week-end,
who
were
on
their way home from Bryant's Pond.
On Monday they visited points of interest in Portland and enjoyed the
orsran recital.
Mrs. Scribner gave a barn dance
Saturday evening as usual in Doyle's
barn.
About seventy were present.
Miss Evelyn Prime furnished the music on her new Victrola.

Wednesday evening a very select
barn party was given to the people on
the hill near the steamboat landing,
About twenty-five were there.
Mr. Gordon Phillips is visiting at
the O-so-Cosy cottage for two weeks.
Miss Ruth Hargreaves of Maldon.
Mass.. is at the O-so-Cosy cottage for
the rest of the summer.

»uf.
ivi. uenner ana Miss Ida
Benner of Melrose, Mass., are spending two weeks with Mrs. Conrad at
the Bungalow.
Miss Gertrude Benner joined
them Saturday for two
weeks.
Mr. Clifford Storey spent a week at
the Bungalow with Mr. Conrad. He
is from Melrose.

weeks.

CLARK &, GRIFFIN
LONG
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Groceries,

Meats and
Provisions

——

Our sixteen years of success enables us to
meet every want of the patrons that favor
us with their trade.
Our stock is the best
obtainable. Right prices in all departments
and we deliver all orders promptly. Come
in and inspect our store.

LITTLEFIELD & CO.
109-111 COMMERCIAL ST., PORTLAND, ME.

GROCERIES, MEATS and PROVISIONS
The Quality Store with Right Prices.

I

j

We have everything needed to supply the table and only quality
are sold here.
We cater for hotel, cottage and yacht patronage.
Fruit and Berries.
Our location enables us to attend to all island orders promptly.

goods

Telephone:your order,
no

|

j

we

will do the rest

I

Have You Read

Casco

Bay Yarns

By WILLIAMS HAYNES

The

Van Dorens have Just comtheir new tennis court in the
rear of their house.
The court Is a
good one and the members of the
Van Doren household have had some
very good games on it.
Mrs. Neal entertained Mr. and Mrs.
W. K. Neal and Mr. Harry Compton
of Portland, Me., over Sunday.
Mrs.
F.
B.
Hare and children,

ISLAND, ME.

pleted

Author of "Sandhills Sketches"

Profusely

Illustrated with Original

Photograph3

the Author in Casco Bay. Price One Dollar.
at Booksellers in Portland and on the Islands.

by

Sheldon, Mary, Dorothy and Frank
Hare, Jr., of Manchester, N. H., are
spnndlng a month at the Mclntyre

cottage.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Ernest

J.

Hill of
with
Both
noted local

Portland, Me., spent two days
Mrs. Gurney at her cottage.
Mr.

and

singers.

Mrs.

Hill

are

Mr. Gurney of Portland. In spending his vacation with his family at
his cottage on the West. Side.

Ladies' Panama Hats, $2.98, "Bustle."—Adv.
Train the Cuticle.
If the hands are not good and the
nails badly shaped try to Improve the
latter by training the cuticle. Every
night soak the Angers In hot water for
five minutes.
Then with an orangewood stick press back the cuticle to
lengthen the nails. Afterword rub In
cold crtfnm. Do not omit this or the
sonklng will make the cuticle very

dry.

Advertising

is

the Foundation of
All Successful

Enterprises

taken

For Sale

HILL CREST HOTEL
1

LARGEST SUMMER RESORT JOURNAL IN NEW ENGLAND
Published Every
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
From July to September
CROWLEY & LUNT, Editors and Publishers
Office, 92 Exchange Street, Room 5, Portland, Me.
TERMS—Summer Season, 50c; Single Copy, 5c.
Advertising Rates on Application
Advertisers desiring changes must send in copy on or before
Monday preceding day of publication to insure insertion.

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1916.
ALMANAC.1

MINIATURE
Week of
Sun
Rises Sets
Day
27
..4.31
7.09
28
..4.32
7.08
*29
..4.33
7.07
30
..4.34
7.06
31
..4.35
7.05
1
.4.3G
7.04
2
..4.37
7.03
*Ne\v Moon
WHY

NOT

July

an opportunity not only for
frontal,
but Hank, and possibly rear attack
before the enemy had
reached
his
destination.
With the other naif of
the fleet at some point south,
the
two ends could converge on the enemy who sought our central shores
with the same speed at which they
could reach the ends from the center.
A division of this kind would give
us the added advantage of being able
to protect the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
which Admiral Peary has stated is
one of the two most dangerous spots,
the other being the Gulf of California.
A force landing at those places
would be practically the same as on
our own shores.
The Gulf of St.
Lawrence is only about
500
miles
from Portland, but is
1500
nearly
from Hampton Roads.
The
battle
cruisers could thus reach iho.«e waters in a twelve hour run, if stationed at Portland.

27.

Length High Tide

of Day
14.38
14.36
14.34
14.32
14.30
14 28
14.26

Morn
9 32
10.14
10.51
11.26
11.58
12.02
12.35

PORTLAND

Eve.
9.37
10.17
10.54
11.28
12.00
12.30
1.02

HARBOR.

Apropos of Admiral Peary's widely
published and authoritative remarks
on the kind of preparedness necessary for our navy: namely the buildof
ing of two fleets
battle
eight
cruisers, with a speed of 35 knots
(almost 40 miles^ per hour, and sta-

tioning

them on tlie
Atlantic
and
Pacific
coasts
at
some
strategic
points from which they could run
at this great speed to protect
any
part of our coast line, some one has
suggested that the Atlantic division
of this fleet should be
stationed
at
Hampton Roads, from which place
could
reach Halifax, or the Florthey
ida coast, in a 24 hour run. Would
it not be as well or better, if one half
of these battle cruisers were stationed at
Portland?
Th3
of
power
these ships for defence lies in their
being able to move quickly when informed of threatening movements of
The outline of our
opposing ships.
Atlantic coast is such that at Portland, in case of impending battle at
points to the south, there would be

TABULATED
TIME
NEEDED.

I

TABLES

The requests for a tabulated time
table of the steamers
are getting
more and more insistent.
The present time table shows departures only
and no one can tell whether the boat
will stop anywhere on the route or
what time. It is doubtless a fact that
the Casco Bay and Harpswell Lines
are losing money through the uncertainty of passengers who would travel between the landings.
There used
to be a considerable business done
between landings and it is only waiting to be encouraged.

L

live

Sturges

many

years

ago,

and

Miss

educated in Paris and
made her debut in London 15
years
ago, when lier mother became one of
the lavish hostesses In the American
colony who inaugurated the brilliant
regime of King Edward as soon as he
ascended the throne.
The late earl of Sandwich and his
nephew, the new earl, had a serious
disagreement about the inclusion of
the American girl Into the
family.
The bridegroom's father, Hear Admiral Victor Montagu, who (lied last
January, and his wife, a daughter of
the earl of Hardwlcke, fully
approved
of the marriage. Yet even
they could
was

fair and for the

those

affecting
good of society,

women
we

long

and
for

have tried "indirect influence" with far from satiscfiang68.
and
so
wish to take a hand equipped with the same tools
factory results,
that men have found necessary in
bringing about the reforms they sought.
Of course we may not succeed in
all that we desire to

certain

doing
longer content

do—certainly
responsibilities as

not at once; but we are no
to shirk our
citizens and as the mother sex. It has been borne in
upon us that these
cities and towns are ours, just as truly as
they are men's. The children
in schools and factories are ours, too. So are the
sick, the insane and
afflicted in hospitals and infirmaries; likewise the criminals in
and

penitentiaries.

We

jails

satisfied with the way all these are looked after,
willing to shrug our shoulders and say, "It is none

are not

and we are no longer
of our business."

As for the "old-fashioned

home," we can no more have it nowadays
have the old-fashioned school, the old-fashioned
church, the
old-fashioned street car, or the old-fashioned
newspaper. They were all
right in their day, but we are living in the twentieth century, and are
.forced by the very nature of things to
adapt ourselves to its demands and
requirements.
i ***:
i<-;
U!(W-1
than

we can

■

House.

Chebeague
Island

One of the finest summer boarding houses in
the bay.
Excellent location and
restful scenery of field and wood.
Table first-class. Every comfort for those
desiring
the best.
Accommodates 75. Reasonable rates. Open
until September 25.
MRS. CLINTON M. HAMILTON,
Proprietor

Gen. A. A. Brousiloff, commander
of the Russian offensive
against the
Austrians and latest hero of the czar's
realm, is sixty-four years old and
looks
forty-five. Brusiloff lives by
nerves, strenuous work and a sense of
duty. He eats very little. He regards
dinner as a necessary evil and it is
finished in not more than 20 minutes.
Immediately after, he goes to the workroom of his head of the staff and
they
are occupied together till late at
night.
The soldiers worship him.
He
never courts popularity
among them.
He fcilks to thein seldom and then
with a matter-of-fact abruptness, hut
in his few words lies a
knowledge of
the soldiers' soul; a skill in
finding
the direct road to the soldiers' heart,

But Real Merit Alone Wins in the End
By DR. WELLS ANDREWS of Chicago

HAMILTON

service.

HOWARD S.

Complete contracts

one

ui

uie

nest

youthful horsemen.

retreat?

Chebeague Souvenir Shop

EAST END. GREAT CHEBEAGUE
Visit our souvenir shop and see the many new
novelties we offer you this season.
Take home one of our fir pillows made from
Chebeague fir tips. Best and most costly
to manufacture.
Our line of Post Cards is most
attractive.
Forty thousand in.'
stock.
Confectionery, Magazines, Papers, Children's Toys, etc.
Public Library
Post Office
HENRY W. BOWEN
Opposite Hill Crest and South Road

SUMMER ORGAN CONCERTS
on

|

the ne"/ KOTZSCHMAR MEMORIAL ORGAN
(Best Organ in the World) at the

CITY HALL. AUDITORIUM
Congress, Myrtle and Chestnut Sts.
Daily Except Saturdays and Sundays, 3 to 4 p.m.,
Commencing July
(Last Concert Sept. 12)
WILL C. MACFARLANE,
Municipal Organist of Portland.

himself.
BrusilofFs physical endurance at
sixty-four is said to be amazing. Even
cavalrymen in Europe, he can outdistance expert and

Impossible!

GREAT CHEBEAGUE, MAINE

made and

estates.

No Reserved Seats.

Weather does not exist for him.
He is noted for his laconic orders.
"Hold out, whatever happens!" And
they hold out. No frenzied attacks, no tempestuous canonade will drive them
hack when such an order has heen given. There is in
currency the following
soldier's remark:

"What,

History

furnishes no example of anything but merit
winning in the
Bubbles float easily and lightly upon the
air, and sparkle very beautifully in the sunlight, but they float but for a moment, and then burst
and are forgotten.
Society has its bubbles, business circles have their
bubbles, the church has its bubbles, life is full of bubbles, but their fate
is the fate of the bubbles in the air.
Occasionally a man bursts upon the community, dazzles for a day,
and then dies and is for gotten,
leaving the record of a life that no sensible
man or boy would wish to imitate.
There is no real merit in such a life,
nothing that the world wishes to tie to or remember.
The only life that is a success is the one made
up of actions which
are the fruit of
pure motives and the highest sense of duty to oneself,
one's fellows and the Creator. Such motives and such deeds
make character that will stand all the storms of
temptation and evil that may ever
M)cat upon life's pathway, and will win the
approbation of every person
whose good opinion is worth

anything.

ever

they

The work of life is to do good, and no
lost. It is always as lasting as
eternity.
must be something, and appear to be

minus

self-respect,

dies and

only

noble inspirations,
the wreck of a blighted

Too F««t for Her.

A little girl

from a

port of the country

her mother

along

more

was

lelRurely
walking wltli

that part of Broad-

which
Rklrta the Woolworth
It wan the noon hour, and
the c.owd was out and in rapid motion. The air was strong and gust#
of It Kcurrled pa«t as they do In that
"I don't like New York,
vicinity.
mother," said the little girl. "Everything 1* in sach a hurry—even the
trind."
way

building.

•

good

done that was
would be successful,
something. The man or woman
honor and manhood or womanhood
life remains..
If

was

ever

men

United States' Kindergarten.
The word kindergarten, German for
children's Harden, mean* n school con-

ducted on the theory thnt the earliest
education of young children should he
hased on object lessons, exercises
with

tops,

games and other activities
to
Interest them. This

calculated
method was Introduced hy pioneer educators at New Harmony, Tosey
county,
Indiana, In HUQ. For some years this
was the onl?/kindergarten school la
~
the United States.

10

Tickets 25 Cents.

RUBBER GOODS OF QUALITY

Tires, Garden Hose, Gloves, Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Mechin cal Rubber,
Raincoats,
Fancy Oil Clothiner

Auto

We are BrusilofFs!"

PORTLAND RUBBER CO., 259 Middle St.

HUGHES' CAMPAIGN LEADER

Trade with R. S. Davis, corner Exchange and Federal street, Portland,
if you want the best in bungalow or
cottage furniture.—Adv.

William Ilussell Wlllcox, the'new
cliulrnmn of the Republican national
committee, who was chosen hy Mr.
Hughes personally to manage his campaign, is an entirely self-made man.
He was horn on an upstate New York
farm, never saw a city till he was
seventeen, went to New York 30 years

PHONE 902.

CENTRAL GARAGE

We make old hats look like new and remodel them to the very latest styles.

HEIM, THE HATTER

4991/2 Congress Street,

Up One Flight.

ago and immediately took an active
interest In politics. He has held three
important offices, In each of which he

Portland.

STOUGHTON, FOLKINS CO.

Panamas,
and
Bangkoks
Leghorns
Bleached and
Blocked. Hemp,
Milans
Straws Resewed.
Soft, Stiff, Silk,
Velour, Panama and Straw Hats.
Renovating and Remodeling a Specialty.

Service Station for All Makes
of Cars

and

distinguished himself as an energetic
and capable public servant.
He was park commissioner under
Mayor Seth I,ow in 11)02. Two years

AUTOMOBILES FOR HIRE

88 Oak St.,

HELPING BLINDED SOLDIERS

President Roosevelt appointed
him postmaster of New York, and on
the creation of the public service commission In 11)07 he was selected by
Governor Hughes as its first chairman.
He retired at the expiration
of his five-year term on February 1,
1013, after having virtually.completed
the contracts for the new subways

Portland, Me.

CHEBEAGUC FISH MARKET
Hamilton's Landing

HAMILTON

AND RINES, Proprietors
We have everything in Sea Food and
Quality is the first
consideration.
Our
prices are right and our auto deliveryassures our patrons of prompt service.
We are open all day and invite all to»
inspect the market.

ueing nuut. it was during liis aclnilnlstratlnn of tlie department
of parks that Mr. Wlllcox, who Is always a most
forbearing man, proved that It
was not impossible to prod him out of a state of
courtesy. One of the subway
contractors had squatted in Bryant park and despite Mr. Willcox's most
engaging smiles and politest requests refused to move. One day the commissioner of parks appeared on the scene with HO husky laborers, a
which lire now

end.

HAMILTON

performed for buildings, cottages,
alterations, repairs, etc. Estimates furnished on application.
Expert workmen.
specialty.
Cottage lots for sale and desirable cottages to rent. Cottage work a
We care for-

man

now

GREAT CHEBEAGUE

Our stock of Groceries, Meats and
Provisions are the best obtainable and we ainrii
to please all the people who favor
us with their
patronage.
Superba Brand Guaranteed Canned Goods.
Fancy Candies, Crackers, etc. Gasolene and motor boat
supplies. We supply our trade with the famous
Sebago Lake Ice. This is Quality IceLet us serve you. Our order teams are at
your

which could
never he
taught, hut
which must be deeply rooted in the

later

Many Men May Dazzle World For a Day

LEON R. HAMILTON. Giocery and General Stnre
LANDING,

General Contractor and Builder

RUSSIA'S LATEST HERO

suffrage, the
being placed

Having
many condichildren, far from just and
the opportunity to help effect

Summit

......
..in u>t-r me uni ean.
sixty-six years old and a widower of two marriages
when George Charles Montagu made Miss
Sturges his bride, Lord Sandwich
vowed that, although he had never had
any children, he would take unto himself a new wife at once and defeat Miss
Sturges' plans of becoming countess
of Sandwich by bringing up a
family. lie plunged at once into the gnyeties
of society, accepted invitations right and
left, but soon found this to be a bore,
while his new niece-in-law succeeded in
impressing him with the fact that she
had married her husband for love and
was, after all, a charming lady.

By MRS. GRACE JULIAN CLARKE of Indianapoli.

tions, especially

maine

Charles W. iiaml ton. Prop.

Most modern and up-to-date hotel on the Island with
finest view of Casco
Hay. Large chambers, toilets and baths on each floor.
Private dance hall
with dancing parties every
Music furnished by our own threeevening.
piece orchestra. Bathing, boating, deep sea fishing and all water
sports. Tennis, baseball, etc. Private water system the best In Casco
Bay. Table supplied with vegetables from our own garden and milk and cream
from our own
herd. Kates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 120.

known In her native country.
Her
mother, Mrs. Leggett, went to Europe

Suffragists Think More Now of Their
Responsibilities Than Their Rights
We hear little of rights nowadays in connection with
iempliasis of those who plead the cause of "votes for women"
rather on opportunities and responsibilities.
found

GR£?.T, chebehgue,

NEW AMERICAN COUNTESS

The new countess of
Sandwich,
formerly Miss Alberta Sturges, the
of
a
daughter
Chicago banker and a
stepdaughter of the late Francis II.
Leggett of New York, Is scarcely
to

IIV I L.L.

escort rtnd a number of wagons, and without further parley
up and cart away all the obstructions.

Eastern

All-the-Way-by-Water

strong police

proceeded

to teur

CENSOR OF ARMY NEWS
MnJ.

Douglas

MacArthur,

Steamship Lines

who

has been appointed inllltnry aid to the
secretary of war and military "censor" of the war department, la a born

1

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE.
•Direct Between Portland and New York,.
390 Miles—Time About 22 Hours.
and Nortl*
Steamships North Land
Star from
Portland.
Leave Franklir*
Wharf, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30 p. m.
From New
York.
Leave
Iler
19,
N. H., Foot of Warren street, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. in.
Added
Summer
Fronr»
Day
Trips.
Portland and New York
at
Mondays
10.30 a. m., June in to Sept. 11, 1916.
METROPOLITAN

LINE.

executive and one of the

Direct

Major MacArthnr comes from a
military family. Ills father, Lieutenant General MacArthur, made n name
that will no down In military history.
In 1800 a competitive examination
was held at Milwaukee to fill n vncflncy In West I'olnt. MacArthur was
one of the candidates, lie outdistanced
his competitors and won the appoint-

Cape Cod Canal.
Express Steel Steamships Massachusetts,
and Bunker Hill
Leave North Side, India Wharf, Boston, week day and Sundays at 6 p. m.„
Same service returning from Pier
IS.
North River, Foot of Murray street, New
York City.
BOSTON A PORTLAND LINE.
Steamships Ransom H. Fuller and Ray
State.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7.30 n. m., Sundays at
9 p. m.
Keturn, leave Boston week days
an<?
Sundays at 7 p. m.

recognized
inllltnry experts of the general staff.

When he was graduated from
ment.
the military academy, In 1003, he was
number one in a class of 100. He was
sent to the Philippines as second
lieutenant of engineers and participated In a number of campaigns In the
Islands.

In 1004 he was sent ns military
observer during the Itusso-Jnpnnese
war, loter traveling through China, Indo-Chlno, .Tnvn and India. As cnptnln of
engineers lie participated In the first mobilization of troops on the Mexican
border In 1011. Ho went with General Funston's troops nn l participated In the
occupation of Vera Crue. In JW13 he was assigned to duty os n member of the
general Staff corps on duty at the war department and was reassigned to that
duty In April of this yeur.

Between
Route

Miss Ksther Cleveland. daughter of
(ho Into Urover Cleveland. In her uniform nt St. Dunstan's. London, where
she Is working in the Institution for
the care of blind soldiers.

Let's Find Our Friend#.
It Is nbout time to look the world
ovr and see If wo hnve
nny friends
who can help us preserve free Institution*? Intact on this hemisphere. If we
have no friends, let us behave so as to
deserve them. Let us acquit ourselves
80 that nations will see In us a desirable ally, and not a parasite for whom
they are to pull chestnuts out of the
Are.—Prnwk B.'Vroanunn. la the Cen-

tury Magaz'ne.

Boston

13'/2 hours

and

New

York

via

PORTLAND A ROCK LAND LINE.
Steamer Monhe*an,
leaves
Portland
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7
a. m. for
Harbor, Kockland and
Boothbay
Intermediate landings.
Return, leavr Rockland Monday. Wednesday and Friday at ft.30
a.
m.
for
Portland and Intermediate landings.
INTERNATIONAL LINE.
Steamships Calvin Austin and Oovernor IMnnley.
1/eave Portland Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at F> p. m. for
Eastport, Lubee and St. John.
Return, leave St. John Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 9 a. m.: leave*
Portland Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 a. m., due Boston 2 p. m.
M. A. CLAY, Superintendent.
Fntnklln Wharf, Portland, Main#;

ARMY AVIATORS !
MUST STUDY LONG

^runm.

j
For those completing articles of
your vacation wardrobe call on us.
that
Everything
men and boys wear.
A large line of
sporting

il*

apparel

<54*

A*

FRANK M. LOW C& CO.
NOW BENOIT'S

272-278 Middle

St.,

Myron Clark of Boston

Chebeague

I.

VLontinued trom Page 1)
Summit
Guests

popular

are

House.

arriving daily at

this

hotel and Saturday
from New
York
were
among those to register.
The New
York guests came to join relatives
and friends already here and they
plan to remain at the hotel until Sept.
1. The bookings for August are most
satisfactory and the hotel will have
a
successful season
from
judging
daily applications that are being received.
Every day a sailing or motor
boat party is enjoyed by the guests
and these affairs give enjoyment to
all attending.
The croquet and tennis courts offer amusement for those
that desire this form ot amusement
and several well contested contests
have been played recently.
Many of
these guests attend the dancing parties given at Hill Crest hall.
Mr. J. A. Dudgeon of Boston, Mass.,
was at the hotel for two days last
week. In company with his wife they
had been to the White Mountains
for their summer outing. For several
seasons they have been guests at this
hotel and w^ll known to many guests
here.
Mrs. Frank E. Foster of Brockton,
Mass.. and Miss L. A. Goodrich of
last
Hyde Park, Mass., registered
week for their summer outing.
The
ladies are delighted with the island
and its many interesting spots.
The following
registered
during
the past week:
J. A. Dudgeon, Boston; Mrs. Frank
E. Foster, Brockton;
Miss Lila A.
Goodrich, Hyde Park, Mass.; Chas. A.
Woodbury, Salem, Mass.; the Misses
Wilkie, Quebec; Miss H. S.
Race.v,
Quebec; Robt. Ritchie, Quebec; Alfred E. Anderson, Quebec; Mrs. Racey, Quebec; Miss D. A. Ilacey, Quebec.
last

summer

seven

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ballard and
two daughters, Elizabeth and Susan
Ballard, all from Chicago, 111., are
expected to arrive at the West End
t.ome time around the first of August.
Mr. Edmund Gilchrest and family
of Chestnut Hill, Phil^delpnia, will
occupy the cottage of Mr. anu Mrs.
Norman Ellison for the month
of
August.
Although Mr. Gilchrest has
never before stayed any
of
length
time here, he is well known at the
West End through his frequent visits here with friends.
In
former
years Mr. Gilchrest and family spent
their summers on Cliff island.
Mr. and Mrs.
Fred
Ballard
of
Chestnut Hill have
been
spending
part of their honeymoon in the cottage of Mr. Ballard's father, Mr. E.
A. Ballard.
Before coming here they
visited Hot Springs and Bermuda,
and then came here for ten days to
finish out their
..oneynioon.
They
have now returned to their home in
Chestnut Hill.
Two young men, who evidently bein
lieve
preparedness, the Messrs.
Junior and Richard Ellison.
Junior
is now with his state mii.tia on tne
Mexican border and Richard
is
at
Plattsburg camp for his
military

training.
Mr.

Norman

Ellison

but
recently completed building a beautiful
new residence at Chestnut Hill. They
were only
able to move into their
new home on June 30th and therefore
they decided not to spend me summer as
they usually have in their
cottage near Sunset Landing.
A new summer resident at Sunset
Landing is Mr. Alfred O'Leary and
family, who arrived here a few weeks
ago to spend the season. Mr. O'Leary
represents the Cumberland Land Site
Co. which has recently assumed control over the land owned by the Sunset Land Co.
Under Mr. O'Leary's
direction it is planned to build up
a
very fine summer resort on this
land.
Mr.
Herbert Brown left for his
home in New York the latter part
of last week, after a delightful visit
with Mrs. C. H. Roberts and family.
Mr. Hallam Taylor King of Arlington Heights arrived here last week
for a two weeks'
visit
with
Miss
Ethel Roberts.
Mr. Alfred
Crossman
nnd
three
friends, all from Milton, Mass., are
visiting for a week Mr. Crossman's
parents at their
cottage,
Unquity
Villa.
Miss Elizabeth Wyer expects to
entertain as guests at »he cottage of
her parents, Miss Kniherlne .Tackson and her
brother, Mr. Dougal
Jackson of Brookllne,
Mass.
Miss
Jackson is a college friend of Miss
Wyer, both having lived in the same
hall at Radcliffe college.
Mr. Dougal
Jackson Is a Harvard man.
Mrs. James P. Boyden !s entertaining her nelce, Miss Louise Allen of Brookllne, Mass., at her cotMassachusetts
tage In the
colony.
Miss Allen will remain for the summer with Mrs. Boyden.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hamilton of
Germantown, Pa., are on the Islam,
for a stay of two or more weeks.
Mrs. Gertrude King of Watertown,
Mass., Is the guest of Mrs. George
Hicks for the remainder of the season.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

J.

E.

nas

Beers

and

daughter of Melrose, Mass., and Mrs.

Monument Sq.,

are

visiting

Mr. and
Mrs. B. S. Coiling for a
short sojourn at their cottage, BeeNett.
Mrs. Tarleton Littlefield, a native
of the island, has gone from here to
make her home in Dayton, Ohio. She
left last week for Dayton to join her
husband, who is the chief engineer
in one of the large paper mills sitr.ated there.
Mrs. Henry Guyer of Wallkill, New
York, is visiting her sons, Messrs.
Lewis and Leon Webber, at their
home here.
Their sister. Miss Daisy
Webber of Brockton, Mass., is spendthe
summer with them.
ing
Mrs. C. A. Bennett of Portland is
her
visiting
son, Captain A. H. Bennett, for a sojourn of three or four
weeks.
Last Saturday the machinists of
the
Maine
Central
Railroad held
their annual picnic at Ross Point. A
number of eighty or more persons
participated in this all uay outing.
Mrs. William Wust and Miss Isabel Wusi, both of New York
city,
have but recently
arrived
on
the
island.
They are the guesis of Mrs.
Julia A. Kombosy at her attractive
cottage on the South Shore.
Airs. William C. Watt, the recent
guest of Mrs. John Morgan Ash, has
now gone to the
Birches, Rangeley
Lakes, where she will be joined later
on by Mrs. Ash.
Midshipman Breed
cf the United States
Battleship Missouri has also been a guest here. Mrs.
Ash is now entertaining her friend.
Mrs. S. R. Gillespie of Georgia. Mrs.
Gillespie has been on the island before and has many friends
among the
cottagers in the Artists' Point colony.
Mrs. M. H. Hasse of Newtonville
has been at her cottage, the Barnacle, for a little over «two weeks. The
guests visiting her are Mr. and Mrs.
G. A. Hasse and son from
Chicago.
They leave today after a two weeks'
visit here for Buffalo, New York.
Professor Donald Cameron of Boston University left last
Monday for
his home in Boston after a week's
visit with Professor and Mrs. Harmon, who are spending the summer
at Alden cottage.
Mr. L. C. Goddard visited his family at, their cottage
near
Eastern
Landing for a short stay.
Mr. F. E. Norton, Miss Henrietta
Norton, both of Auburn,
Me., and
Mr. Norton Churchill of Augusta are
now staying at Mrs. Norton's
camp
near Eastern Landing.
Mr. Theodore Sherman of Springfield, Mass., arrived on
the
island
last Friday for a visit of two or
three weeks with Mrs.
Hawkins, who
is spending the
summer
at
Mr.

(Continued from Page 1J

people here are making many side
trips to the resorts and places of
interest in and about Portland.
|
Congressman Hatton W. Summers,
j from
the fifth district of Texas, is one

ji of

the guests
here.
Mr.
Summer's
home is in Dallas,
but he is spending his vacation traveling in tne East.
This trip" is his first visit to Maine
|
and he is most enthusiastic over the
climate and scenery here.
exj pressed surprise at finding suchHe
a large
and beautiful municipal building and
hail and was greatly pleased with the
The
of
organ.
subject
i municipal
politics is tabooed by Mr. Summers
while on his vacation and he would
j neither express his opinion or commit himself in regard to the coming
Presidential
election.
He
a
was
member of the 63rd Congress and
was re-elected to the present one. He
has
already met many prominent
business men and politicians in Portland.
The recent arrivals registered here
are as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sweeney, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. E.
Holland, New
Miss
Irene
York;
New
Holland,
Mr.
and Mrs.
York;
A.
P.
Soule,
Hingham, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Hall, Waterbury; Mr. L. M. Fowle,
Boston; J. A. Davis, Boston; B. L.
Lewis, Boston; O. G. Kelly, Boston;
Quincy Tucker, Boston; W. D. Lane,
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Wm. V. Sauter,
Phi la.; Mrs. W. B. Benson, Boston;
F. W. Benson and wife, Walt
ham,
.Mass.; A. F. Bent, Walthain, Mass.;
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Nay, Boston;
Miss W. G. Hart, Detroit,
Michigan;
Mr. W. G. Jahnislock, Buffalo; Mr. E.
G. Hudson, Boston; Mr. H. M. Coding, Dedham, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Perry, Wintliror, Mass.;
Mr. Henry
F.
Wood, Boston; Mr.
John H. Foster, Beverly,
Mass.; Miss
Louise Foster, Beverly; Mr.
Henry
F. Foster, Beverly; Mrs. M. C. Mc-

j

Neil, Marion, Ohio; Miss Alice McNeil, Marion, Ohio: Mrs. I. M. Harper, Boston: Mr. L. K. Ruttenhouse,

Boston;

Miss Jessie Ridge is
entertaining
her college classmate,
Miss
Helen
McCutcheon of New York city, for a
week or so.
Miss McCutcheon has

visited

on

C'nebeague

before,

but already has made many friends
among the members ol the West End

colony.

Mrs. A. B. LeBertielier and children of Andover,
Mass.. nave recently arrived at tiie West End. They will
the
occupy
Wyman cottage for the
rest of the season.
Mr. Reginald Ridge is now visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Ridge of the West End.
He
was
warmly welcomed by all his friends
in the colony, a splendid
party being given in honor of his arrival

here.

White Hemp Hals, $1.49, $2.95, "Eus-

tis."— Adv.

Chintz Covers for Books.

During

the

summer months, when
hooks nre llnhle to he rend out of
doors In nrhor or
hammock, nnd perhaps left there, it is well to make pay
little chintz covers to slip on them.
These can he hastily
caught together
with
in n

feather-stitching

contrasting

fhade nnd will add to the
appearance
of the book ns well as
serve to
pro-

tect It.

|

Mr. Charles W. Sw.ipp, New
York; Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Swapp,
Lowell; Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Hoicombe, East Orange, N. J.; Mrs. C.
H. Sipple, Rutherford, N. J.;
Mr.
Herbert R. Brown, New York; Mrs.
Albert Drown, New York; Mr. Joseph
Brown, New York; Mr. and Mrs. V.
P. Allen, East Orange, N.
J.; Mr. A.
P. Phillips, Atlanta;
Mr. and Mrs.
Henry S. Bond, Hartford, Conn.; Mr.
Lloyd P. Bond, Hartford, Conn.;
Doris I.
Bond,
Mr.
S.
Hartford;
Scholes, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Stevens, Bangor, Me.; Mr. and Mrs.
V. \. Anderson, Pangor, Me
Mr. and*
Mrs. John S. Weeks, St. Johnsbury,
Vt.; Mr. S. Kaleskv, Boston; Mrs. L.
William Jones, New York; Mr. and
Mrs. T. E. Callahan, Montpelier, Vt.;
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ogden, Boston;
Mr. Henry I. Cohen, Boston; Mrs. W.
E. Forbes, Montreal;
Master R. C.
Forbes,
Master
Montreal;
Willie
Forbes, Montreal; Mrs. C. B. Brophv,
New York; Miss Helen M.
Brophy,
New York; Mr.
J. S.
Gibney, New
York; Miss Isabella Swapp, Lowell,

Mass.

During

Realistic.

Shakespeare celebration a
number of local amateurs appeared In
the great dramatist's most famous
tragedy. Next day the principal actor
Inquired of a critical friend what he
thought of the performance. "It was
great!
Simply great!" was the reply.
"As you played Hamlet It was easy to
see why Ophelia should go and drown
n

herself."

Sickness and Death From Milk.
Is well known that the records

It

of muny cities show that
dirty milk
much sickness and death from
diarrheal diseases among children one
to five years old and that It Is in hot
weather that dhrty milk is most
causes

deadly.
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Our Camera

particu'ar
that every

Fxpert is

Camera

glad

to

give advice

se'l is

properly

and

demonstrated.

suggestions

at any time.

Complete Stocks of the Best Cameras
Brownies

Premos
Anscos

(all sizes)

Paris.—There was a time when an
aviator was expected to become an air
lighter in much the same way as a boy
is taught to swim
by being thrown
into deep water and
expected to strike
out to save himself from
drowning. So
the pilot hud a quick lirer
placed on
his aeroplane and was turued
loose into the air with the
expectation that he
would get as near as he could to an
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we guarantee
satisfaction.
bef jre i; leave* our department.
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THIS COUPON ENTITLES
have 1 roll of tilni3 developed free of
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now

an

expert and

inspected
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J.

enemy avion (an avion is a military
aeroplane) and shoot him down before
being shot down himself.
The training that army pilots now
undergo lasts some five months, and

Libby

R.

LOWEST

Co.

CONGRESS, FREE AND OAK STS., PORTLAND

the many Americans who have taken it
or are taking it
will, if they survive
the war, form a valuable asset to
the
American nation if "preparedness" is
carried out to the extent of
forming

flUCOCISCO

aviation corps, as, it needs hardly to
be added, it evidently should be.

sctioois Becoming Specialized.
It was soon found
necessary to spe-ciallze aviation schools and devote
each to some particular work.
Four or
live are solely for
learners, where they
begin, as on "penguins," rollers which
do not rise into the
air, on which they
ruu in straight lines for half
a mile.
As soon as they can run with the tail
of the machine in the air
they pass to

Complete Unless You Have

are

Science Is Now So Highly
Specialized
That a Series of Schools Is Necessary—Course Takes About
Five Months.

and

j

CLIFf

Cottages

ISLAND, MAINE

:

I

References—Special

July and September.

rates for

MRS. K. B. BATCHELOR

three-cylinder Bleriot, which leaves
the ground, rising about a
couple of
yards. On this machine pupils learn
to leave the ground, to control their
motors, regulate the gas, etc., and then
pass to a six-cylinder Bleriot, which
can rise 12 to 20
yards, on which they
practice landing. Landing is the most
diflicult part of the work, so that it is
during this stage that most "wood is
broken," as French lliers say of smasha

ing machines.
A

45-horsepower

Bleriot,

The Beeches
CLIFF ISLAND

MRS. C

rages" (turns)

Beautiful
Views
Shore.
Yachting,

Fishing.

power or.parusol machine is.used for
two height tests above G.000 feet, with

barograph to-register the altitude.
Having successfully negotiated these

tests, he is awarded his "brevet," or
pilot's license, If he has put In ut least
25 hours actual Hying during his train-

ing.

"Finishing Off" Schools Also.
The newly licensed pilot Is then sent

to the finishing off school ut Puu.
He
has now snid good-by to slow machines
nnd will start to perfect his skill in

landing, probably on a three-cylinder
Morane, as the Morane has the same
kind of landing fitments as the Nieuport and it is much cheaper in case of
"smashing wood." lie is promoted to
six-cylinder and ten-cylinder Moranes
until he has made ten perfect landings.

He uhcn mounts a 23-meter (75-foot
spread) Nieuport as a passenger with a
monitor, who shows htm what a Nieuport can do. Then he tackles this

alone and when he lias made
20 perfect landings on it he is nllowed
to mount a GO-foot Nieuport, a smaller
but more powerful machine. On this

he makes spirals and a test altitude
flight of 0,000 feet.
At this school at the present time
are about eighty graduates, almost all
oflieers, a few noncommissioned ofllcers
and a few Americans, who are treated
by the army officials as if they were
ofllcers, whatever rank they may have,
even

If

they

are

merely privates.

The pilot who has sufficient aptitude
then passes to the "ecole de combat,"
or fighting school.
Others are sent Into homhnrdlng work or signaling. But
those fit to fly scout mnchlnes or
"avlons de clmsse" (for hunting down
the enemy) take the further course.

To become a perfect Nieuport flier
aviator has to master many machines, chiefly to acquire the art of
landing at a speed of from 80 to 50
miles an hour. He will troln with 25horsepower, 45-horsepower, 00-horsepower nnd 80 horsepower Hlerlot monoplanes, then with Mornnes and then
an

with Nleuports of
til he readies the

Nieuport,"

perhaps

a

MAPLEWARE

PLATES,

decreasing

of

Sea

Bathing

an
an<

si«» un-

celebrated "Bahy
only 89 feet spread, with

110-horsepower engine.
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There is nothing better for roofs than
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Write for

Samples
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THE MERRICONEAG

an

power voyage machine he makes a triangular flight of 150 miles, during
which he has to land once to take on
a new supply of gasoline. An 80-liorse-

a

NGILL

For Your Summer Home

to

iigure-eights

perfect
irregular one for. a badmade
descent. He then takes a
ly
voyage machine, GO horsepower,
on
which he makes two trips, GO miles
and 90 miles.
Then on an 80-horsespiral, but

PETTI

which

the right and left and
and
circles,
promoted to a 50-horsepower Bleriot (GOO to 900 feet altitude), when he learns to shut off his
motor at the highest point and descend
to 4(H) feet and then to restart the
motor.
He also learns to make a quarter spiral, a half spiral and full
spiral
with his motor shut off.
He Is then ready for his official tests
for his license. lie has to make an
official spiral with a barograph
attached to his back to record his descent
from 1,500 feet. The
barograph will
show a straight line for a
trace out
tie is then

E.

Proprietor

mounts to between 150 and 300
feet,
then enables the learner to make "vi-

Here on fast Nleuports pupils learn
to maneuver In escadrllle formation.

(Copyright.)

We

we

TARGET PRACTICE IMPORTANT

Nieuport

SMOKING ENCOURAGED AT SUMMER RESORTS
foo" T

Thorough |

Training Before License

Me.

PEAKS ISLAND HOUSE

Hyde's cottage.

never

Portland,

French Give Men Most

No Vacation is

GAY

LIFE AT THIS RESORT
JOYED BY ALL.

Boston

EN-

Yacht
Club
Entertained
Whist and Dancing.

The past week has shown many additions to the hotel register from former patrons as well as those who are
visiting this locality for the first
time. Miss Ellen Buliard of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Helen M. Havllland, arrived the 16tli for a two weeks' stay.
George C. Dustin of Boston, Chief
Engineer of the N. Y., New Haven &
Hartford R. R., came the same day
and will remain the rest of the season.
Dr. Lewis M. Silver, daughter
Margaret and son Henry, have left
their summer home at Fairlee, Vermont to spend a week greeting old
friends at this popular hostelry.
Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Newell, who spent
the greater part of last summer at
this house, arrived on i*ne 19th for
the remainder of the season, and will
be joined later by their daughter,
Ruth.
Hon. Thos. C. Cheney and
wife of Morrisville, Vt.f are following
their yearly plan
of
spending one
week here. Mr. E. L. R. Cadamus and
of
Glen
family
Ridge are settled in
their rooms used for several years
and
will
remain
past,
for three weeks.
The social life of the Merriconeag
is rapidly advancing.
Wednesday a
party consisting of Mrs. E. A. Bullard, Miss Celia Bullard, Isaiah Billiard, Marlon Mead, Mrs. J. D. Green,
MIhs Natalie Green, Mrs. Wm. Orem,
Miss Ellen Bullard, Miss Helen Havllland and Miss Cora Allen, enjoyed a
picnic at the home of Mr. Emery Wilson, North Harpswell.
Transportation was furnished
with
Landlord
Dickey's Hudson car, which also contained a lunch prepared by the Chef
of the hotel, Mr. A. W. Ham.
A good
quantity of blueberries were picked
and formed part of the supper menu
of the hotel.
Tuesday was a busy day at the hotel, as the members of the Boston
Yacht club were the special guests of
the day. The dinner served at seven
o'clock received special commendation from the one hundred that partook of it.
A whist party managed by Miss
Green and Mrs. Orem entertained the

guests Friday night.
Prizes
were
won by Cecelia Bullard, Carr'e Allen,
Natalie Green, Mrs. J. D. Green, Mr.
Charles Hanover, Mrs.
Mr.
Orem,
Dlckev, Br. Silver, Vinton Dickey. Mr.
Newell, Mrs. Newell and Miss Havll-

land.

Miss Myrtle L. Jordan,
soprano
soloist, and Blanche E. Morse accompanist, will render a program of Japanese, Irish and American music In
costume on Friday evening, Aug. 4th.
An Invitation Is extended to summer
guests of 8outh Haipswell to attend

The Register of the >Ierriconeag
shows the following additional gue£?s
during the past week:—Mrs. F. G.
Kinsley and Gladys A. Kinsley, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Robt. K. Eaton,

Brunswick, Me : Mr. and Mrs. W.
Gibson, Maiden, Mass.; Helen
Havilland, Worcester, Mass.; G.

F.
M.
C.
Dustin. Boston, Mass.; Ellen H. Bullard, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
James Blaisdell and Laehner Blaisdell, Auburn, Me.; Miss Alma Spring,
Portland; L. J. Coffey, Berlin, N. H.;
Mrs. J. Coffey, Berlin, N. H.; Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. True, Auburn, Me.; M.
fennmons, Augusta Me.; W. G. Moyes,
Augusta, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Welch, Portland; L.
Savage, Fortland; Anna Silke, Portland; B. Warfield, New York; Miss E. Bartoseh,
New York; Miss K. Duell, New York;
Miss Ethel Wilson, New York; Mrs.
Coleman Barnes, New Jersey; Iviiss
Dcrothy Folsom, Boston; C. W. Hanover, Haverhill, Mass.; Quincy Tucker, Boston, J. A. Davis, Boston; L. A.
Jackson, Boston; Miss C. G. Kelley,
Boston, Mass.; Miss B. L. Lewis,
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Burnell,
Boston; Leonard M. Fowle, Boston;
John B. Killen, Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
T. W. Powers, Boston; Richard E.
Lewis, Portland; David E.
Fisher,
Portland; G. Shepley Beal, Portland;
Albert Smith, Portland; Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Emerson, Medford, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. C. S. StratCon, Lawrence,
M.
Mass.; Dr. Lewis
New
Silver,
Miss
York;
Margret Silver, New
York; Henry M. Silver, New York;
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Newell, West Carrolton, Ohio; Jos. McCartney, Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. James A. McMullen, Hoboken, N. J.; F. W. Butler,
W*
.'"nrnilngton, Mo.; P.
Mason,
C.
Strong, Me.; Sidney
Hazelton,
Worcester, Mass.; Thos. C. Cheney
and wife, Morrisville, Vt.; E. L. R.
Cadamus, Miss Catherine Cadamus,
Miss Charlotte Cadamus, Osborn Cadamus.

Boxes From Waste Newspapers.
Waste newspapers ore used almost
exclusively In the manufacture of the
cardboard or pasteboard which goes
to form the pasteboard box in which
dressmakers, shoemakers and department stores
deliver
generally
dresses, suits, shoes, etc., and one of
the largest factories In the United
States for the manufacture of this
kind of cardboard Is located Just outside of Philadelphia on the Schuylkill river at

Manayunk.

Cure for Restlessness.

Medical

men

apprehension
scribing baths,

now

cure

restlessoess,

"nerves" by preexercise and the correc-

and

tion of bud liablts. They relieve anxiety and morbid fears and correct nervous Irregularities of the heart and circulation by a course of deep breathing.

"Serya."

New and

th large buckle effects in
white and black leathers
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New Fall Foots re idy for inspection. Make your se'ection early while sizes and widths are complete. You
save money by buying NOW.

Walk-Over Boot
544

Shop

Congress Street

Maine's

cantelope
Roast Stuffed Young Chicken
uocKetora

Cranberry Sauce
Pomme Victoria New Stringless Beans
Pineapple Sauce Au Marrielino
Vanilla Ice Cream a la Stanley
Assorted Cake
Demi-tasse

WORTHLEY, Jr.

Leading Optometrist

W. S. JORDAN & CO.
PORTLAND

Groceries-Provisions

Fishing Tackle, Anchors, Oars, Cordage,
Oiled Clothing, Dories, Skiffs

MERRICONEAG HOUSE
So.

and

During the banquet favors were
distributed which included fans for
the ladies, poms for
the
men
and
paper hats for the entire assembly.

Optician

similar

to

the

shark,

but

Ideal Location on Casco
Bay. Unobstructed water view on all sides.
Private Bath Houses. Good
Boating
ind Fishing.
Excellent Table Service with Shore Dinners a
specialty.
Tennis Court.
Clock Golf.
House
now open.
Booklets.

HOTEL SER GABLES
24TH YEAR SAME
MANAGEMENT.
SOUTH HARPSWELL, MAINE

Stands Directly

on the Beautiful Casco
Bay.
Excellent boating, fishing: private
bathing- beach and houses: fresh eggs,
butter, milk and vegetables from the
farm every day; fish, clams
and lobsters direct from the
water; the rooms
are large,
light and airy, sun parlor,
etc.
Booklets sent. Free use of Boats
to Guests.
L. H. MERROW,
Proprietor

Formality

was

entirely

s^t aside and

The Best in the Market
We Supply You With

j

Huyler's Chocolates Just Received
Try the Cool Soda

licious.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

AMERICAN DAIRY LUNCH

ADVERTISE IN THIS PAPER !

CASCO BAY
MAINE
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"Nutmeg III,"

the "Wasaka II," the
"Oweene," the "Mildred IV," and the

Dawning cottage
returned

home.

Hurricane Ridge,
The Webbers will

on

Quick Delivery
Telephone Connection
for the Table Under ONE
Account

Everything

FRANK L. PINKHAM
South Harpsweli Market

j

Telephone Your Wants

at Cur Fountain

Quick Service to Our Customers

DUNN BROTHERS

£

OPai-

Me.

somewhat

smaller, which has so long troubled
(fishermen by eating cod, haddock,
and other palatable
will
be
fish,
changed to greyfish, as it has been
found the dogfish can be eaten and
enjoyed but the name dogfish has
frightened people and they have not
dared to partake of them.
The Honorable Luther Maddock of Boothbay
Harbor, says: "Dogfish is not merely
a food that can be eaten, it is de-

It compares favorably with
songs, cheers and laughter brought a halibut, haddock and other standard
Opp. Preble House, Portland.
It is a firm, clean, white
realization that the members were food fishes.
Established 25 years.
16 years at this location
out for a good time and were Having flesh and I feel safe in saying that
under the name grayfish there will
Tel. 2174-W.
All cars stop at our door
it.
EYES EXAMINED AND ACCURATELY FITTED.
I am
After the banquet an invitation was soon be a big demand for it.
LENSES GROUND PROMPTLY.
MAIL ORDERS RETURNED
extended by
the
Harpswell Yacht using it on my table in some form
club to a dance at Hamilton's Hall. every day and all who have eaten
SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
At around eight o'clock the members the grayfish are enthusiastic over it."
I
KRYPTOIC INVISIBLE LENSES
This is of especial interest to the
TORIC AND THE NEW CROOKES left the Merriconeag in good spirits
to take their friends to the dance. people of Harpswoll, as ^o many dogd
LENSES
fish have been caught in the nearby
•'
and
AND
SHURON EYE- The one-step, hesitation waltz
KEELOCK
Dr. W. H. Lewis of Johns
all the new dances were enjoyed until waters.
GLASSES
Hopkins, who is now sta> ing here for
but
tired
nearly
when,
FILLED
twelve,
GOLD
EYEGLASSES,
happy,
$1
j
having enjoyed the hospitality of the the summer, has tried them and deand up.
Harpswell yachtsmen, they returned clared they taste mid-way between a
I COLORED GLASSES. 50c and up.
Cheer up, we
to their boats for a quiet sleep on cod and a mackerel.
TELECONSULTATION
FREE.
J
will be fishing for grayfish and hopPHONE FOR APPOINTMENT AND the pleasant waters of Casco Bay.
to get them soon.
ing
At nine-thirty the next morning
SAVE TIME.
i\irs.
ii».
i
vv. iunerson or Dover, N.
5
We have the finest lens grinding ma- the Sally Seventh, one of the fastest
boats in the fleet, weighed anchor H., and Mrs. George A. Elliott of
in
Maine
and
can
guarantee
chinery
East Rochester, N. H., sisters, are
and was under
with
a
fine
way
absolute accuracy.
with
their
mother, Mrs.
The stopping
south-westerly breeze blowing.
L. Bibber for the summer.
"Nutmeg III," followed by the rest
A good old-fashioned picnic is beof the trim fleet beat out through
I
Potts Channel, bound east for Booth- ing planned to take place at Ragged
Island, the party going in Captain
bay.
Toothacher's boat.
Those
The fleet sailed from Marblehead Stephen
last Sunday afternoon, arriving nt who will go on this picnic are Mr.
DEALERS IN SEEDS
and Mrs. F. A. Free, Mr. and Mrs.
Pepperell's Cove after a forty-mile
F. H. Packard, Mrs. P. Carr, Miss
run.
The "Sally the Seventh'' won
AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, FERTILIthe first day's race, leading the "Nut- Sally Carr, Mrs. I. S. Woodruff, Mrs.
POULTRY
AND
DAIRY SUPPLIES, WOODEN WARE, GALL. H. Scott, and Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
ZERS,
meg the Third" into port by fiftyThe
VANIZED IRON WARE, BROOMS, BRUSHES, CORDAGE, ETC.
picnic,, which was
seven
The next day the Sherwin.
seconds.
fleet started for Peaks Island, Port- postponed once en account of llie fog,
Also specialties in SUMMER COMFORTS, such as Ice Cream
land Harbor.
In a drifting match the will take place shortly.
Miss A. L. Reed and Mrs. E. R.
"Nutmeg the Third" reached Port-,
Freezers, Refrigerators, Lawn Swings, Croquet Sets, Window Screens
land first, while some of the smaller Humphry of Cambridge, Mass., reguand Screen Doors. Call and see us.
boats were forced to put into Cape lar visitors at Harpswell, are welcomed back once more.
Miss Pau'.ire
Porpoise harbor. At Poothbay a hunCOR. FEDERAL AND TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND, ME.
dred and fifty seats have been re- Gardner, their niece, who has usualbeen
with them in the summer, is
served at a moving picture house, af- ly
ter which enjoyment a dance will be now travelling in California.
Dr.
and Mrs. W. H. Spenser have
given. The next day a clam bake will
be given at Five Islands. By stopping returned once more to Harpswell for
the
summer, liking its beauties so
over a day around the Shepscot Rivwell they have come from Brookline,
D. J. MacDONALD, Prop.
er. the smaller boats will be given a
Mass.
Mrs. Spenser has been very
chance to overhaul the rest of the
121 Commercial St., nearly opposite Island Steamers and South Portland
Ferry
180 Middle Street, nearly opposite Postoffice.
fleet, so that they can go on down ill this winter, undergoing a severe
and it is hoped that the
Milk, cream, etc., fresh from dairy farm daily. Best of foods, quickest ser- the coast together. The sail boats operation
which anchored at Harpswell, among bracing air here will aid her in revice, reasonable charges. Finest equipment in the East.
her health.
which
will
yachtsmen
recognize gaining
After a most enjoyable vacation,
many famous craft, were: the "Warrior," the "Sky Pilot," the "Vera III," Mr. and Mrs. John R. Webber of Authe
"Flirt," the "Sally VII," the burn, who have oeen stopping in the
479 1-2 CONGRESS ST., CONNER CENTER ST.

-•MAP

Harpswell,

ARTHUR B. DICKEY, Mgr.

o ™

served:

Portland

N. T.

the

South Harpswell

Colonials

Stylish

The motor craft were:

"Julina," the "Valeda," the "Alsorie"
as flagship, the "Kex II." the "Vesta," and the speed-boat "Roy II."
Two beautiful sloops
and
a
big
yawl which anchored in Harpswell
the day previous to the arrival of the
Boston Ya?ht Club Entertained.
Boston Yacht club made a great adA galor array of
yachts such as dition to the array. The two sloops
jtiarpswell has not seen for many a wera sister ships built by friends
moon lined up in Pott's
Harbor when who are cruising down the Maine
the Boston Yacht club fleet
came in coast from Marblehead in company.
on its annual cruise.
In a dense fog One of the "sisters" is built of solid
sixteen yachts left Portland, the sail mahogany and shone forth in
splenboats under tow, to "feel" their dor with its beautiful finish.
course
to
Harpswoll. At half past
two, after nearly all the boats had
Sea Gables.
anchored, the fog lifted and all of
The season at the Sea Gables is
the
magnificent yachts, glistening well started with the arrival of many
with paint and brass, were
displayed new boarders during the past week
to the people of Harpswell.
In the and the booking of many more. Fishfleet were ten sloops,
among which ing parties are enjoyed every fair day
was the "Nutmeg III," famous for
win- by the guests in the boats which
ning many races, and it had cross- the Sea Gables
accommodate
their
ed the line first in the race to
The addition
Port- guests free of charge.
land;
besides six beautiful motor of a small sailboat has aided the
cruisers and a speed boat. The lat- many attractions of the Sea Gables.
ter, named the "Roy the Second," is A dance was enjoyed Wednesday evcapable of going 32 knots—approxi- ening on the hotel piazza, which was
mately 37 land miles an hour—and prettily illuminated
with
Japanese
was a grand sight to behold
The new arrivals are: W.
as it lanterns.
skidded around the bay. The cruis- S. Higgins, New York; Miss J. P.
ers were in best of
spirits, singing, Conastack, East Lynn; Miss M. E.
playing the Victrola and making a Conastack, East Lynn; Mr. Edwin
big noise. The "Alsorle Third" was Graham, Worcester;
Mr.
James
S.
the fleet's flagship, a l»:rge
gray motor Yaedonal, Chelsea; Mrs. E. Conter.
cruiser with a spacious,
A.
W.
Mylott,
sea-worthy Chelsea;
Fitchburg,
bow.
Mass.; Florence M. Richmond, FitchUpon their arrival at South Harps- burg, Mass.; Mr. J. Hartt, Boston;
well, the emblem of the club was Mrs. C. E. Bachelet, Amos Bachelet,
raised on the flag staff of the "Mer- Albert Bachelet and
Henry Bachelet,
riconeag" hotel, which was their of Mount Vernon, New York; J. Warheadquarters. At seven o'clock the ren Mooney of Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
dining rooms of the holel were open- L. E. Hanson of Portland; Mr. and
ed and the members and their
lady Mrs. G. R. Taylor of Portland, and
friends filed in to partake of a chick- Mr.
L. M.
Tanglib of Stoneham,
en
dinner
bv
provided
Landlord Mass.
«
Tlin
ADickey. The following menu was

Provisions &
Groceries,
Spring

General Mdse.

Pine
Ginger Ale and Soda
the case for
family trade a specialty.
'Inis is one of the tinesi domestic by
bottlings and has a countjy-widereputation.

Market at West Harpswell

Delivery

all over South

Harpswell

A. E. PINKHflM
SO.

siames

are

HARPSWELL,

ME.

Horse & Auto Liverv

equipped to handle all the business of this
place and
we are prepared to furnish automobiles
and teams with careful drivers at
any
hour of the day or night.
Expressing and moving of all kinds receive prompt
and careful attention
Have all your baggage checked in care
of A. E. Pinkham, South Harpswell, Maine.
Soil, Loam, etc., Grading and Excavating, Cellar
Work, Wells, etc.
uur

back later in the season, planto take short vacations here
.luring the summer
Miss Josephine McNeil of Boston,
Mass., is being entertained as guest
of the Langdales in their cottage on
Hurricane Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs.
L. G. Brown and
Mrs. Thurston of
Farmingtor, Me.,
are expected shortly to stay in their
cottage for the remainder of the seacome

ning

son.

Miss Gertrude ani
Marion
Hill,
dftugliteis of Goneial Hall of Portland, are having a p'easant vacation

at the Broad View Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Frances, Miss
Viola and Master Delmare Frances,
are having a happy
vacation
here,
spending a great d^al of lime fishing
from which they derive a great deal
of pleasure.
On her
trip to Harpswell
from
Chebeague, the steamer "Pilgrim"
ran aground on Bangs
Island.
She

succeeded in getting off and no
was the worse for tlie
mishap.
A very enjoyable
picnic was held
on
the
South Shore of Haskell's

soon
one

Island, where dinner was cooked.
Those in the party were Dr. and Mrs.
H. V. Neal, Mrs.
Humphry, Mr. and
Mrs. F. O. Watson,
Margaret and
Helen Neal, Joseph
Dalilgrin, Miss
Harrison of Galesburg,
Illinois, who
was here seventeen
years ago with
her mother, and William Wells
of

New Jersey.
Miss Marjorie Smith of
Lexington,
Mass., is visiting Miss Georgie Burr
in her coilage on
Hurricane

Ridge.

Ladies'

Summer

Felts

"Eustis."—Adv.

49c

to

$5

Creation.
To the sum total of the matter and
energy of the universe nothing has
ever been added, and
from them nothing has ever been subtracted. Things
nre perpetually
changing from one
form Into another—from one
form of
matter to another form of
matter,
from one form of force to
another
form of force—but amidst the
eternal
transformation
nothing is created,
nothing annihilated.
Likes to Travel Against Stream.
The tendency to go against the

stream

Is very strongly marked in a
catfish, called arges, which forces Its
way up the torrential streams of the

Andes, gripping with its mouth and
using a toothed ventral pate as a

lever. It can climb up many feet of
smooth, water-worn rock.
To

Wiping

a

Brighten

a

Carpet.

carpet with

a cloth wrung
out in warm water and ammonia in
which a tablespoontui of kerosene has
been bixed, cleans the carpet and
brightens tho oolorn wonderfully.

Bibber & Pinkham

Boats Stored, Repaired & Painted
Machinery Ovcrhuoled
Hoaac Painting In all It* branches
Mator Boat < For Sa le

South

Harpswdl, Maine

FALMOUTH HOTEL
PORTLAND,

European

and

MAINE

American

Plan

MoBt Centrally Located
Hotel In Portland
J, J,

POOLER, Proprietor

I

Peaks Island

present and the time devoted to the
Red Cross work, which has aroused

1

Now that the weather seems
to
have become settled,
family
many
and club outings will be features of
the social life on the island, which
amusetogether with the various
ments makes the island a very busy
and popular resort.

The members of the C. I. C. class
of the church of the Messiah
were
entertained on Thursday by Dr. and
Mrs. J. P. Rockwell at their cottage
at Evergreen Landing
for
an
allday outing, a delicious dinner being served at noon to Mrs. Etta Colman, Mrs. Alice Gray, Mrs. Kelsey,
Mrs. Ralph
Mrs.
Waldron,
Mary
Waldron, Miss Fannie Knight, Mrs.
Wallace Merrill, Mrs. Arthur Marden, Mrs. Albert Waite, Mrs. Charles
Mrs.
Webber,
Roundy, Mrs. A. G.
Frank
Simonton,
Fied Lowe, Mrs.
Mrs. J. H. Wish, Mrs. Mabel WhitMiss
Mrs.
William
Shedd,
ten,
Nelson
Mrs.
Reed,
Georgia Ford,
Mrs.
Hook,
Miss Hortense Chase,
Mrs. Walter Libby and Mrs. George

Libby.

Mrs. Theodore Berrian and daughter, Miss Hortense Berrian, of Whitestone, Long Island, have arrived in
Maine and will spend the remainder
of the summer on the island.
The members of the Shakize Club
a
are
of
Pleasantdale
enoying
week's outing at the island, the following being members of the party:
and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perkins
daughter Bernice, Miss Marcia Turner, and Miss Lydia Morse.

The Young cottage on the shores
Bound
of Rock
Park, which was
built over twenty years ago and the
that
vicinity, has
first cottage in
been opened for the season and Mrs.
of
Commonwealth
Elizabeth Young
and
Wellesley,
Boston,
avenue,
Mass., is here, accompanied by her
William
Anthony
Mrs.
daughters,
and children of Wellesley and Miss.
Marion Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving E. Fogg of!
Westfcrook have taken the Davies
cottage for the summer months and
have had as their guest Mrs. Frank
Maw of Portland.
Madame Haley with Mr. and Mrs.
from
their
Reynolds have arrived
home in Somerville and have opened
summer
the
for
Lodge
Spruce
Haley
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
months.
Virginia
and their little daughter
will join the family later.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Saxton
week
this
daughter Laura arrived
from their home in Philadelphia and
have opened their attractive cottage,
Trefethen
the
on
the
Saxtonia,
shore for the season.
the
of
The Sunday school picnic
GreenBethany church was held in
was
and
wood Garden Wednesday
lunch
basket
A
largely attended.
was enjoyed on the lawn, and various amusements indulged in by ihe

j

children.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sears of Portland entertained a party of friends
at Fern Park Club House this week.
A delicious shore dinner was served
at noon, and the time spent in fishdoor
sports.
ing and other out of
Those in the party were: Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs. Herman Grant, Mr. and
Mrs.
and
Phillip
Earle Foye, Mr.
Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sears,
Mr.
Fred
Mrs.
Emery,
and
Mr.
George Sears, Miss Aura Emery and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sears.
Mrs; Harry Hanson entertained at
her cottage on Friday Mrs. Charles
of
Brooks
Mae
Brooks and Miss

Portland.
and
Orono
of
Miss Reba Shaw
Gorham
of
Miss Hazel Manchester
Miss
were the guests this week of
Farms
Marie Blackman at Utowana
Miss Shaw is a
on the back shore.
classmate of Miss Blackman at the
"University of Maine.
Miss Bertha Cook and Miss MilMass., are
Woburn,
dred Cook of
spending the summer months nt
rented
having
Paik,
Rock Bound
of the Whitney bungalows for
one
the summer.
Westof
Mr. and Mrs. Trumbull
Proviof
Tonge
brook with Mrs.
dence, R. I., are pleasantly located
Rock
at
Tolman
cottage
the
at
Bound Park for the season, and they
are entertaining Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Annson of Providence, Mrs. Webb
of Providence and Miss Anna Trumbull of New York.
A jolly house party of MassachuRetts girls are enjoying a two weeks'
house party at the Fogg cottage on
the back shore of Trefethen and are
chaperoned by Mrs. Pauline Sterling
of Medford, who will be pleasantly
Henderson,
remembered as Pauline
who with her ppople has been comThe
ing to the island since a child.
M'ss
Isabplle
are
members
other
Miss
Mass.,
Henderson of Everett,
Miss
Grace Fuller of Medford, and
of
Jacobs
"Vetta Rrown and Miss
Somerville.
Lawof
Bemsteins
The Joseph
rence, who have spent several seayear
sons at. the island, have this
taken a cottage at Evergreen.
Mr. and Mrs. George Parkman arrived this week from their home in
Brooklyn, N. V., to remain through
August at the summer home of their
Gatehouse, at
George
aunt, Mrs.

Evergreen T.anding,
her
with
daughter
Mrs. Sherry
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
at the
are
W. Everett, of Peering,
Pleasant
Sherry summer home on
avenue, for the summer months.
the
week
An important affair of
was the annual sale and public supIsland
per given on Wednesday in
The
Hall bv the Willing Workers.
hall, which has been renovated, was
tastefully decorated with roses and
summer blooms, which looked most
attractive, and the sale was a great
success.

The W. A. Jordans of Boston with
their children are at I^edgemere cottheir customary summer
tage for

outing.

and
Hllborn
Seth
T>r. and Mrs.
their
summer
opened
young son
home on the Trefethen shore Thursday, and will make a long season on

the Island.
retrular
On Tuesday afternoon the
•weekly tea and social were held at
Association Hall, in charge of Mrs.
Elizabeth
Georgo Waterhouse, Mra.
Merrlman.
Brown and Mrs. T. Olln
were
members
A large number of

much enthusiasm among the ladies.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Skillin
and
of
the
west
end
are
daughters
among the late arrivals at the island,
opening their summer home this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Totman
have arrived from
their
home
in
Fairfield to spend the summer at the
their
summer
home
on
Fairview,
At
Pleasant avenue.
present
they
are entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Everett Totman of Needham, Mass.. who
are taking their annual vacation.
Mrs. Lottie Bigelow of Fairfield is
at the Morrell cottage, the guest of
Dr. and Mrs. Tash of Fairfield, who
have been at the island since early
in the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker
of
Park street, Portland,
arrived
this
week to spend the remainder of the
season at the Fifth
Maine building,
on the ocean side.
The McAusland cottage on Pleasant avenue has been ODened for the
summer months and
Mr. John
McAusland of Holyoke, Mass., is spending his vacation of two weeks with
his parents, having made the trip to
Maine in his touring car."
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Burke
of
Beach Road entertained a party of
friends on Thursday, most of
the
the
water
in
day being spent on
their motor launch, "Idlewild." They
stopped at French's Island, where a
lunch
was
served.
Their
picnic
guests were Rev. William J. Campbell and Mrs. Campbell of Portland,
of
Mrs. Purdy
MichiKalamazoo,
gan, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Whitney and son, Joseph, Jr.
Captain and Mrs. Alvah Strout are
entertaining at their Camp Arawana,
Mr. Harvey Strout, quartermaster of
the Ransom B.
Fuller, for a few
Strout's
days, also
Capt.
mother,
who will spend most of the summer.
Mrs. G. A. Powers and Miss Susie
Powers have been making a week's
visit with their relatives, the Embert
at
their
Robinsons,
cottage
"Nestledown."
the
Among
many
interesting
guests who have visited the island
this season are Mr. and Mrs. Brandon Evans, who are at the Anchorsumage at Evergreen, the Tapley
mer home.
Evans
has
Mr.
been
man
at
the
Somerville
leading
Theatre in Somerville, Mass., closing his engagement the past week,
after
run
of
a
sixty-two weeks,
The
where he was
very
popular.
coming season he will be with the
Halifax.
Sydney Toler Company in
Mrs. Evans is equally popular in her
profession, and is devoting her time
to pictures.
The McKinley
Club
was
entertained on Friday by Mrs. E. B. Lockwood at her cottage, but owing to
the bad storm, only a few members were able to attend, they were
A.
Mrs. James
Miss
Richardson,
Isabel Cummings, Mrs. W. H. Bradford, Mrs. Elmer E. Emmons and
Mrs. Harold Lockwood.
Next Friday
Mrs. Bradford will entertain the club
for all day at her summer home on
Oak Lawn.
On Wednesday the members of St.
Faith's Guild of Portland held their
annual field day as guests of Mrs.
U. S. Winfield at Rockbound Park.
A delightful shore dinner was served
at noon by the hostess and a general good
time
was
in.
indulged
Those who were in the party were:
Mrs. Nellie Hibbs, Mrs. Harry Verry,
Mrs. Isabelle Witcher,
Miss
Mabel
Johnson, Miss Elizabeth De Wolfe,
Miss
Ruth
Mrs. O. E.
Stevenson.
Mrs.
Cousins, Mrs. Louis
Pearson,
Alice Abbott. Airs. Nettie Braley, Mrs.
Frank Boothby,
Mrs.
Harry Caldwell, Miss Madeline Winfield and the
hostess, Mrs. Walter S. Winfield.
Ladies' White
"Eustis."—Adv.

Felt

Crushers, 49c,

GOES A LONG WAY TO WED
Pretty Newfoundland
to Vancouver to

Miss

Marry

Sweetheart.

Traveled

Her

Vancouver, Wnsh.—Coming nil the
way from St. Johns, N. F., to meet her
sweetheart of schooldays, Miss Isabel
M. Ewing, u pretty
twenty-two-year-

old miss, was married to Herbert O.
Bradley, a restaurant man of Portland,
in the ofliee of the county auditor here
after nine o'clock last night.
It was only a few hours after her
nrrival in Portland, whence she had
?ome at Bradley's coll, that
they cume
to Vancouver together and were married.
Though it was several hours

after time for the marriage license bureau to close, Mrs. Mary R.
Hacock,
the county auditor, obligingly went to
the courthouse and issued a license.
Justice of the Peace W. S. T. Dart
was called, and the
ceremony was performed in the auditor's office. Only
two friends from Portland and the
local officials witnessed the
ceremony.
Bradley left his home in Newfound-

land several years ago and came west
in search of fortune. In a
dairy-lunch
business in Portland he built up an

Income sufficient to send for his sweetheart.

BOY

FALLS; SERVICE STOPS

Pastor and Congregation See Lad Hit
by Electric Current at Little Rock.
Little Rock, Ark.—Kenneth McEwen,
eleven years of age, was electrocuted
80 feet In the air on a lighting tower
in view of the congregation of a
church that was holding services on
the church lawn because of the hent.
The hoy was knocking the wire thnt

supplied

current to the lights on the
tower against the steel frame to
produce sparks. Suddenly a flnsh of blue
flames enveloped him and he plunged
downward, fracturing his skull on the
pavement below.
He died in a hospital a few minutes later.
The pastor of the church, the Rev.
B. P. Aldredge, was preaching a
special sermon to boys.
He rushed over,

aided In placing the dying lad in an
ambulance and then resumed his ser
mon, using the accident as a warning
to the boys.

Mr. Whitmore is constantly in touch with
and visits the best fac-

tones to select latest

factory lots,

that he

sell at money

The

buy

can

on

hand, 1

to

under
9, AA

price,

to

Provision CompartmentCold

to EE.

repelling
Thoroughly sanitary
For sale by

Hardware, Paints, Oils, Varnishes
Cor. Pearl & Middle Sts.

Third

Next to J. R. Libb>'s.

Mrs. A. J.

Collins of Ashburnham,
Mass., after having spent a few days
at Ct-'.np
Whittier, left for Cape Breton, N. S.

On

Sunday evening, July 1G,

held

a

sing

Mrs.
cotBlaisdell's
tage. Many old songs both humorous
and sad weie sung from the Cable
Miss BarCompany's Song Books.
bara Brainard accompanied on the
piano and Mr. Lester Dunning on
the mandolin.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Blaisdell, Mr. Walter Wrye. Mrs.
Jas. Wrye, Mrs. Russell, Miss Bracket, the Misses Elizabeth Eugster,
Barbara Brainard, Vivian and Mary

was

j

at

Collins, Emily Blaisdell,
Josephine
Eaton, Gwendolyn Jones, Hazel Bower, Anna Wrye and the Messrs. Richard Blaisdell, Fredricks White, Lester, Edgar and Birdsall Dunning and
Harold Snifiin.

Mr.

J. K. Bibo of Woodbury, N.
J., has arrived to join his family at
the Chase cottage.
Mr. R. H. Sugatt
of
Lawrence,
Mass., is visiting Rev.
and
Mrs.
Pidge at the Sea Glimpse.
The Chaloner Studio is open to
visitors
afternoon
every
except
Wednesday and there are dainty little water-color sketches of Bustins
from happy viewpoints and of the
neighboring islands, charmingly suited for souvenirs.
Mr. Chaloner has
filled and is still busy with orders
of many residents on the island of
their summer homes here and their
favorite views; and art and nature
lovers find many
interesting subjects in their visits both
in
this
country and Europe.

Monday evening, July 17, a marshmallow toast was held by the young
folk3 on the
rocks
near
Indian
Spring. They ate all they could and
many declared they could never eat
another marshmallow, but
another
toast in the near future will try them
out.
Miss Bertha Bibo acted as the
chaperone. Those at the toast were:
the Misses Elizabeth Eugster, Barbara and Carolyn Brainard..
Vivian
and Mary Collins, Anna
Wrye, Hazel Bower and Gwendolyn
Jones, and
the Messrs. Marshall Rouse, Lester,
Birdsall and Edgar
Dunning and
Fredricks White.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Henry

Parker of
Reading, Mass., have arrived at their
cottage on the South Side.
Miss Helen Parker, also of Reading, arrived later and joined
her
family, who will all return the first
of August.
C.

01

somervine,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Parker
until the first of August.
Bustins has had it3 share of the
Annapolis midshipmen who came into Portland on their training cruise.
Midshipmen Holmes and Sprague of
the "Missouri" were the guests of
Mrs. B.igster for the week end at
Chalet 'Alloel.
mi»,

c..

tr.

j^yumn

Miss Roberta Harding of Brooklyn,
N. Y., after having spent a few days
with Mr. Percy
Redfleld
at
the
Rockhaven, left for
Douglas
Hill,
Me., where she is to Join her family. Then the whole family will return and occupy the Lower Garfield
for August.
MIbb

Mass.,

Edith C. Bean of
Concord,
spent a few days with Mrs.

Crone.
Mr. Joel Kelsey spent the week end
at Ocean Point.
Miss Ellacoya Goodhue of Wolfboro, N. H., is visiting Mrs. Galloupe
for the rest of the summer.
Miss Spofford
has returnd
to
Groveland after a month's visit to

Mrs.

I-ancaster.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. G. Larkin and
Miss Sarah
Little of
Merrimac,
Mass., are as usual spending August
with Mrs. Lancaster at The Cedars.
Mrs. F. H. Patten and Mis3 Patten
of Merrimac, Mass., are the guests
of Mrs. I^ancaster for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. 8eamans
of New York City are visiting Mr.
Meacham, Mrs. Butte and Mrs. KinBey until the first of August.
Miss Gertrude
Foster
of
Cambridge, Mass., spent a few dayB with
Mrs. I,ancaster at The Cedars.
Rev. and Mrfl. Rufus H. D1x of
Newtonville, Mass., spent a
week
with Miss Wellington.

Donald

Kitchen

of

for

two

Miss

ing

at

to the

3290-3291

Call us—your order will receive personal attention

Ship Stoves. Lanterns and

FIRELESS COOK STOVES

Galley Furnishings

Gasoline Engines and
Water Systems

Methuen,

Mass., is visiting Miss Evelyn Swett
T-eeks.

$8.50 to $35.00

F. & C. B. NASH CO.

Evelyn Swett has been visitGilford, Me., and has returned

Island.
Mrs. Carrie L. Nichols of
Merrimac.

COUCH HAMMOCKS

384-390 FORE ST.

$5.95 to $25.00

Mass,

is spending
several
weeks
with Mrs. Lancaster.
Mr. J. W. Blaisdell is to
be with
his family until
they return to Newton the first of
August.
Mr. Wm. Miller as usual won
high
honors at the recent Sweet Pea
Convention he attended in Bar
Harbor.
He carried off six first
prizes, two
second prizes and a silver
cup.
Tuesday evening Miss Bertha Bibo
entertained a number of youns people at her cottage. Th evening's fun
opened with singing some of the latest
ragtime and very touching ballads.
Later the young people adjourned to the piazza and danced.
Refreshments of lemonade and sweet
crackers wre served.
Miss Bibo's guests were the Misses
Vivian and Mary Collins,
Gwendolyn
Jones, Elizabeth Eugster, Hazel Bower, Barbara and Carolyn
Brainard,
Anna Wrye and Misses Florence and
Ethel Bibo and the Messrs. Lester
Birdsall and Edgar Dunning, Herman
Bibo and Fredricks White.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Adarns
gave a sail to
South
Harpswell.
Twenty-six went in a boat hired from
Chebeague. Two people claimed seasickness, but otherwise nothing occured to mar the sail.
The same afternoon Mr. Brainard
took a party around Great and Little
Chebeague in his motor boat, the
Wychmere.
A very enjoyable time

had.
Those going

was

Mrs. White and
children, Allen and Helen; Mrs. Cheney, Mr. Street, Mr. Brainard, Miss
Annie Gould, Mrs. Gillam and son
Richmond, Mr. and Mrs.
Redfield,
Mr. and Miss Parker.
Thursday evening Mrs. Newhall
gave a dansant at her cottage, Briarcliff, for the benefit of the B. I. C. A.
The admission was 15 cents.
The
people danced on the piazza.
Later
fruit punch was served at five cents
The dansant was a sucper glass.
cess
and it is possible that there
might be another in the near future.
Mrs. E. S. Hosmer entertained the
women
of the l3land on Thursday
afternoon.
About
thirty-five came
with their sewing and knitting, etc.,
and spent an enjoyable afternoon in
The women
gossip and discussion.
voted to have no formal organization
but to continue these parties as social affairs.
If the need arose for
organized work it would be effected
later.
Mrs. Hosmer served delicious
fruit punch and
Bevtral
kinds of
cake, marguerites and cheese crackers.
Mrs. Chaloner will entertain the
women Thursday,
July 27.
Every
woman on the Island is asked to come
with or without her work.
No individual invitations are sent, the Bulletin Board carrying all the notice
that will be given.
Watch the Bulletin Board at the store.
It will do
you Rood and may give you some

Griffin

SUMMER FURNISHINGS

Engraving Co.

of every

Half-Tone and Line Engraving
45

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Only

MAKE

A SPECIALTY
OF

Souvenir Spoons
Brooches

Novelties,

ie.epnoneB|I

Telephones

etc.

effective was discussed, the majority voting In favor of continuing
'.he organization.
The voting to expend the
money on
hand followed, viz., the athletic commute were to fix tip tennis courts
and provide for form of entertainment
for older people, and a committee
was appointed to purchase a
piano
for services and entertainment In the
grove.
Barrels were ordered purchased for
waste to be placed at different points

8)

Re8idence2gl9

7-Passenger

HOUR,

DAY

Packard

OR

Tonrin?

WEEK

Car

SERVICE

Portland, Me.

Silverware

Stand, Cor. Brown and Congress Sts.
Will meet steamers at
Casco Bay Whaif

CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND,

on

OPTOMETRISTS

Hotel

Nig:.ht

Service

L. W. THOMPSON
254 Danfcrth Street

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,

Temple

JOHN A. CLARITY, PROP.
20-22 TEMPLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

request.

OPTICIANS

Eyes Examined
Glasses Repaired
grinding

We do our own

broken

and

duplicate

lenses from the pieces.
European Plan.
Rooms 50, 75 and $1.00 per day.
SMITH-SOMES CO.
and 578 CONGRESS ST.,
Newly Renovated,
Papered
PORTLAND, ME.

Painted.

ASTOR cafe:
18 TEMPLE

CORbES' CAFE

STREET

Finest 25 cent dinner in this city.

First-class in Every Particular
Private Dining Rooms
565 1-2—567 1-2 Congress St.

•

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
(Incorporated)

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Established 1892

AUCTIONEERS

W. P. DRESSER & SONS

Opp State House BOSTON, MASS.

REAL ESTATE

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Telephone connection.
Special attention given to Farms, Timber I^ands and Seashore Property.
Property Bought, Sold and Appraised. L<oan*
80

on

Mortgages.

New and Old Books
Offers rooms with hot and cold
for $J.OO and up, which includes free use of shower baths.
Nothing to Equal Thlt In New
England
Rooms with private baths
for
$1.50 per day
suites of two
up;
rooms and bath for $4.00 per day
and up.
Cafe FirstDining Room and
Class, European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.
Stone floors, nothing wood
but
the doors.
with
its
own
Equipped
Sanitary
Vacuum Cleaning Plant.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
SENT > FOTl HOOK LET.
8TORER F. CRAFTS, General Mgr.

AT BARGAIN

■JSdehson^
engraving CO.
Photo-Engraver*. :
D*5lg»»ri. IBuMm Vwi

>

*<0 /.•*

fonr»
w+n% Km
C«^0<X* «o»*. -2

c+

83 Mar Hat.

Strni,
^POBTLAMtV^i

THE LIBERTY
47 BROWN 8TREET.

Portland, Maine.
Charles D. Dreaaer, Prop.
Homo like dining room whero everything served 1« cooked on th€»
premium.
European Plan.
Lunch
Hoom» In connection.

PRICES

Visitors Welcome

water

more

Mrs. C. Irving Swan of Abington,
Mass., visited the Misses Rlcker and
Swan for two dayB.
The Minses Margaret and
Nellie
on the Island.
Grimes of Montreal,
are
Quebec,
Next came the election of officers
two
weeks at the Bacon cotspending
which resulted In the following: Dr. F.
tage with Mrs. Chaloner.
Mrs. and Miss Clement spent a W. Mar, Pres.: Dr.
Louis
Eugster,
week motoring with friends among Vice-Pres.; Miss
IxHilse
Bracket!,
the White Mountains.
Mrs.
C.
Secy.;
B. Brainard, Treas.
The meeting was adjourned.
Miss Jane McEwen of Washington,
P. C., will stay with Mrs. Russell at
Camp Whlttier for August.
(Continued on Page

8tand 1858

Public Automobile

GEO. T. SPRINGER

515

MIDDLE ST.

a
Minute from the
Soldiers' Monument

Phone 1019

WE

description

Oren Hooper Sons

Designing and Illustrating

were:

surprises.
The meeting of the Bustlns Island
•Cottagers' Association on Wednesday
afternoon, July 19, was called at 2.30
by I>r. Frederic W. Mar. First the
minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved.
Then the treasurer's
report was read. Mrs. Brainard said
that about 1200 was on hand.
Next the committee reports were
given by Rev. F. L. Garfield of the
Sunday Service Com. and Mr. Hosmer on the Athletic Committee.
After that the question of either
disbanding or making the organization

Hooper Sons

FREE PHONE SERVICE

STOVES, RANGES, TINWARE

Mrs. F. S. Glover of
Suffern, N. Y.,
is the guest of Mrs.
Hogan for two
weeks.
Mr.

Oren

Heating and
Plumbing
Engineers

Floor

PORTLAND

Bustm's Island

Company

4 minutes' walk from Custom Hou3b

BAXTER BLOCK

Fioor

Emery-Waterbouse

The

Sport Shoes from 49c up

WHITMORE'S SAMPLE SHOP

Third

retaining—
Heat

AA to D, leather trimmed, (Slater & Morrill
make).
These shoes sold for $6 and $8 per
pair. Whitmore's
Sample Shoe Shop price,
Kinds of Tennis and

with Genuine

Quarried Stone.

Women's White Buck
Spoit Boots and Oxfords

All

only Refrigerator

equipped

SAMPLES and stylish

saving prices.

Narrow widths always

White Mountain Refrigerators

HUSTON'S, 92 Exchange St.. Partlui
HOTEL BRUNSWICK

Q. V. SEEMAYER, Prop.
Hot and Cold Water in Every Room
Private Baths
European Plan $1 day up, with bath,
Cafe connected
Comblnat'on Meals 25c, 35c, 50c
Special Chicken Dinner every day 50c
21-23 Preble St., Portland, Maine

WM. H. ROHR

Eagle Marine Engines

STANLEY MARINE MOTORS
Perfex Waterproof Ignition, supplies, repairing, overhauling. Gasolene f?>r sale.
14 COMMERCIAL WHARF
PORTLAND

Telephone

IDEAL. LUNCH
Prop.
ST., PORTLAND

B. Dunlec,

118 CENTRE

Meals a-la-carte and Combination
Breakfasts.
Regular Dinners and Suppers, 28
cents.

HENRY LEVIN
Merchant Tailor
02

Exehang* St., Portland, Mo.

Cl«insiii|f Pressing & Repairing i Specialty

CASCO

BAY

AND

LINES.

HARPS WELL

YORK & JACKSON CO.

Time Table Effective July 2, 1916.
WEEK DAYS
From Portland (Custom House
Wharf)
To Peaks Island (Korest
City Landing)—
5.45, 6.45, 7.45, 8.45, 10.30 a. in.. 12.15,
1.00, 2.15, 4.15, 5.15, 6.15, 7.30, 8.15, 9.30
p.

Homes Furnished

BUNGALOW OR CAMP SUPPLIES

232 MIDDLE STREET.

in.

To Cushlng Island—6.45, 7.45, 8.45, 10.30 I
a. m., 12.15.
2.15, 5.15, 6.15. 8.15 p. in.
To
Little and Great Diamond Islancs,
Trefethen
and
Evergreen
Landings
(Peaks Island)—7.00, 8.00, 10.00 a.'m.,
12.15, 2.00, 4.15, 5.15, 6.15, a7.30 p. in.
To Ponce and Doughty
Landings (Long
Island)—7.00, 8.00, 10.00 a. in., 12.15,
2.00, 4.15, 5.15, 6.15, a7.30 p. in.
To Cleaves Landing (Long Island)—8.00
а.
m., 2.00, 5.15, 6.15 p. ni.
To
Little Chebeague—8.00 a.
m., 2.00,

ENGLISH

Cliff

p.

35

Fire Insurance

Exchange

б.15,

a.

25

THE

a7.30 p.
To Ponce

Island

Landing

(Long Island)—7.oo,
8.00, 0.30, 10.30 a. m.. 12.20, 1.15, 2.30.
3.30, 5.00. fi.C'O. a7.30 n. m.
To Douihty Landing (Lenir Island)—8.00.
ft.30, 10.30 a. m.. 12.2.), 1.15, 2.30, 3.30
5.00. 6.00, a7.30 p. m.
To Cleaves Landing (Long Island)—9.30
а. m., 1.15. 3.30, 5.00
p. m.
To
Little Chebeague—;t.30 a. in., 1.15.
3.30 p. m.
To Cliff Island,
Western
and
Central
Landings
(Great
Chebeague)
South
Harpswell, Bailey and Orrs Islands—
10.00 a. m.. a5.30 p. m.
To Sunset ana Eastern
Landings t Great
Chebeague).
Cousin,
and
Littlejohn
Bustin
Mere
Islands,
Birch
Point,
Island and
Harpswell Centre—10.00 a.
m., a5.15 p. in.
RETURN (Sundays).
(Forest Citv Landing)—8.25. 9.30. 10.50 a. m.. 12.35, 1.35,
2.20, 3.20. 4.30, 5.20. 6.20. 7.30. 8.30 p. m.
From Cushing Island—9.15. 11.00 a. m.,
12.45, 9.30. 5.00. 7.15 d. m.
From
Little Diamond
Island—8.15, 9.35,
11.15, 11.55 a. m., 1.45. 3.00, 4.00, 5.15,
б.40, 7.35 p. m.
From
Great
Diamond
Island—8.10, 9.30.
11.10, 11.50 a. m.. 1.40, 2.55, 3.55, 5.10,
6.35, 7.30 p. m.
From Trefethen Landing (Teaks Island)
—8.05. 9.25. 11.05. 11.45 a. m., 1.35, 2.50.
3.50, 5.05, 6.30. 7.25 p. m.
From
Evergreen Landing (Peaks Island)
—8.00. 9.20. 11.00. 11.40 a. ni., 1.30, 2.45,
3.45, 5.00, 6.25, 7.20 n. m.
From Ponce Landing (Ivonpr Island)—7.50.
V.10, 10.50, 11.30 a. ni., 1.20, 2.35, 3.35,
•4.50, 6.15, 7.10 p. ni.
Prom Doughty Landing (Long Is1nnd>—
9.00. 10.40, 11.20 a. m., 1.10, 2.25, 3.25,
4.40, 6.05. 7.00 p. m.
From Cleaves Landing (T>ong Island)—
8.35, 10.25 a. m.. 2.10, 4.35, 6.00 p. m.
From Little Chebeague—8.30, 10.30 a. m.,
2.15. 4.30 p. m.
From Cliff Island—8.15 a. m.. 4.25 p. m.
From
Western
(Great
CheLandinq
beague)—8.05 a. m., 4.10 p. m.
From
Central
Landinq
Che(Great
beague)—7.55 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
From South Harpswell—7.30 a. m., 9.30
Island

p. m.
Brom Bailey Island
a. m., 3.15 p. in.

COtfUj

Between

Exchange

E. C. JONES & CO.
"iiiiii!uiiiiiimim!(iiiiitiiu!::!iiiiiiiiiiuui:iiuiiiiiiiiiiii

I

GREAT CHEBEAGUE, MAINE
(Next door to Postoffice)
Our stock of Groceries. Meats and Provisions is the best obtainable and we aim
supply you with the best. Ice Cream by plate or measure.
We solicit your patronags and assure you of courteous treatment and prompt
delivery of orders.
to

WILLIAM

SENTER

51 EXCHANGE STREET,
POR1 LAND, MAINE
Souvenir Spoms, Views of Portland & Vicinity

From Orrs Island—7.00 a. m., 3.00
p. m.
From Sunset Landing (Great Chebeague)
—8.40 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
From Cousin Island—8.30 a. m., 4.05
p. m.
From Llttlejohn Island—8.25 a.
m., 4.00
p. m.
From
Eastern
Che(Groat
Landing
beague)—8.10 a. m., 3.45 p. m.
From Bustin Island—7.55 a. m., 3.25
p. m.
From Mere Point—7.35 h. m., 3.05 p. m.
From Birch Island—7.30 a. m., 3.00
p.m.
From Harpswell Centre—7.15 a. m., 2.45
p. m.

Additional

Trip—Saturdays
Only—10.00
m.
From Portland to Little and
p.
Great Diamond Islands, Trefethen and
Evergreen
Landings
(Peaks
Island)
and Ponce Landings (Long Island). Return—Leave Ponce Tending, 10.40 p.
m.,
Kvergreen Landing, 10.45 p. m.,
Trefethen landing, 10.50 p. m., Great
Diamond Island, 10.55
Little
m.,
p.
Diamond Island, 11.00 p, m.
References.

a
Stops on notice to Purser to land
x
passengers only.
Express, Schedule
subject to change without notice.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to change without notice.

WINS LOW, Pres.
W. T. OODINO, Gen. Mgr.

E. B.

C.

Supplied by all the good
by mail postpaid.
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and completely recover.
The week-end guest of the Misses
Smith was Mr. GriCir. M. B?tes of
Richmond Hill.
Last Thursday night the Misses
Smith entertained
of
their
many
friends with an informal Victrola
dance at their cottage.
The dining
room
when cleared makes an admirable
little
dance
hill. Among
those

present

were

Mr.

William

Faynes», Miss Maty Caryl Batr.helor,
Dorothy Eatehelor, Miss Mary
Wright, Miss Edna Wright, Miss
Margaret Sellman, Mr. and Mrs. N.
I. Black, the Misses Smith, Mr. G. O.
Whitney and Mr. Roland Calder.
Miss

Cliff Island
As

Aucocisco House.
was

the
came

summer outing
er conditions

Mrs. Minnie Giffen, a native of the
gave a birthday party last
week to her daughter
Margaret. The
guests present included practically
all the island children.
mr. u. (j.
Whitney, who has been
visiting his mother antl father, Mr.
and Mrs. Black, for
the
few
past
weeks, will leave the first of August
for Canada.
Mr .Whitney graduated
this spring from
Mount
Allison, a
small college in Canada.
Mrs. Charles W. Runey of
Belmont,
Mass., and her son Leon, and Mr. Roland Calder of California, are
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Black at their cot-

island,

predicted earlier in the
season, this well known house is now
filled with guests, all of whom intend
to stay at least two weeks or
longer.
The
people here are alt?o mostly
those who have visited the hotel in
former years and have again returneu to spend a portion or
the whole
summer on the island.
A peculiar
fact about the guests here is that the
greater part of them come from Baltimore and Philadelphia.
This, however, leads to forming many contage on Sunset road,
genial friendships here.
The cuisine
Mr. G. W. Kimball left the island
of the hotel 's
especially good, the for a short business
fond all being of an excellent
trip through the
grade, Maine cities.
He will return Saturwell and tastefully cooked.
The hoMis3 Kimball has changed her
day.
tel was completely renovated
and replans and will not be on the island
newed
this
spring by Mrs. Kemp this
summer.
Batchelor, owner and
proprietress,
Mr. Harry Cobb is the host of
so that now there is little
a
want here
except to enjoy oneself each in his house party of friends at his father's,
cottage on Sunset avenue. Those of
own way.
Mrs. William Buckner of Brook- the party include Miss Nellie Cald- :
lyn, who is a regular visitor to the well, Roxbury; Miss Galdys Fernanisland, has returned this year and is dez, Dorchester; Miss Marion Pottle,
Miss
Dorchester;
Anita Pritchard,
staying at the hotel.
Those who have recently arrived Revere; Miss Georgia Sargent, Dorhere are Mrs. A. L». Stewart, Phila- chester; Mr. Harry
Thurber, BosMorand
RoxCaldwell,
delphia; Mrs. H. I. Cugle, Philadel- ton; Mr.
Mr. William Marshall,
Danphia; Dr. and Mrs. Yawger, Phila- bury;
delphia; Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Ran- vers, Mass., the host, Mr. Harry
dall, Baltimore; Rev. and Mrs. E. A. Cobb and the chaperone, Mrs. C. C.
Gossin of
Honolulu, Hawaii.
This
Heflestein and niece and
nephew, all merry crowd of
folk
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
young
are
heartily enjoying themselves and as
is always true of a house party furThe Beeches.
The home-like atmosphere of this nish their own amusement.
They
boarding house has proved Its great have spent many of their day's
sailing, deep-3ea Ashing, bathing and
attraction and charm
in
previous
In
fact
their time
It is again under the
years.
has
capable walking.
are
management of Mrs. Pettenglll, who been so full that there
many
has been running this popular house more plans on
foot for even more
for many years.
it Is merry parties.
Undoubtedly
Mrs. J. W. Calder and son of San
because it is so quiet and
restful
that
f>o
California, are visiting
many
people come here.
Practically all those who were here Mr. and Mrs, H. F. Black at their
last year Intend or have
already vis- cottage on Cliff Island, Mrs. Calder
ited
the
house this summer. The Is a daughter of Mr and Mrs, Black
people here seem particularly to en- and had been on the Island many
joy the pleasant walk* on the Island. years ago. She was welcomed by
residents
whom
There being so many beautiful ones the summer
she
on the Island, that
they do not have knew In former years. Mr. Calder
will be on the island with Mr.
to follow the same path
and
so
many
Mrs, Black by the first of
times that It gets monotonous.
August.
He was detained at Grand
Miss Whltaker, Miss
Rapids,
and
Boyd
Miss Curtlss, well known
Mr.
Calder
guests who Michigan, on business.
is one of the heads of the Walters
come here year after
year, have departed and are now each In their Furniture Co,, which Is the biggest
firm of Its kind In San Francisco.
separate homes in Massachusetts.

j

stores in Casco

^lALWAYS LOOK TOP THt 3-H QUALITY

During

arrivals

speedily

COMPANY!

Chartg, Cmtipibbss,

HAY'S B. T. MOTH LOTION
25c Bot.
Stops the burn and itch of Brown Tail rash.
HAY'S LOTUS CREAM 25c. jars;
y2 lb. tins 40c.
Soothes sun and wind burn and skin irritations.
HAY'S LIQUID LOTUS CREAM
25c.
For sunburn.
HAY'S FLAVORING EXTRACTS
All flavors. Always pure and dependable.

TWO

&

Right Prices

...JEWELERS...

seasons.

IN

at

ISLAND

TERTAINS

she suddenly was removed from her
home here to St. Barnabas
Hospital
in Woodfords, Me.
It is to be hoped
that she will become well

Square Shoe Dealers i

EnrytViai in Spirt and Outing Shoes

CHEBEAGUE

The many friends of Mrs. E. A.
Solomons will regret to know of her
illness.
She had been sick for a
week or so before last
week, when

DEAN BROTHERS

HAY'S BLACKBERRY CORDIAL
25c
Quickly relieves cratnps and cholera so likely to occur at this season with sucklen changes
of tenipernture, even with a careful diet.
HAY'S EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER,
20 and 35c.
A pure concentrated extract from the best
root.
Always a reliable cramp remedy at all

VFAfi'-i

a

and Preble

HILL GREST

has many friends both
amonj the
older and younger people of the
island.
Last
Wednesday afternoon
the
Misses Bennett gave the tea at the
Their
Library.
friend, Miss Chapin,
of Brookline, Mass., poured tea
for
the
many
who
people
attended.
Those teas are a novel and
splendid
idea, because it brings togethei most
of the island and hotel
people here
ant' therefore makes
friends
many
among the people.

! GEORGE E. LEONARD

The Monument

Congress

cottage,
Breeze
on
Bluff,
the Bluffs.
Mr. Searles will leave
August 1st for his home in Berkley,
California. Mr. Searles has been on
the island many previous
years and

Workmen's Compensation
Fire and Marine Insurance
41 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

RIGHT PRICES

Complete House Furnishers

ing

Near Island Steamers

Dwellings, Hotels, Cottages and Seashore Property
Specialty. Losses Promptly Adjusted.

Are Useful Just Now

If

CO.

RIGHT GOODS

T. F. Foss & Sons

Mrs. C. F. Greene of
Kamp Myscyery,
this
entertained,
past
week,
her friend, Mrs. F. T.
Taylor of Maiden, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs.
F. G. English of Jamaica Island, arrived in the
early
part of the week for the rest of the
summer
at
Cliffstone, the attractive cottage of Mr. Norman
Black, on
Sunset avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. English have never before been
on the
island, but are more
than pleased
with their choice.
D. Goodwin Searles has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Solomons for
the month of
July at her charm-

184-186 COMMERCIAL ST.

and Market Sts.

Summer Remedies

or sent

LAUGHLIN

store is

FIVE FLOORS

stein has gone to her home
in Wollaston, Mass., having spent three
most
delightful weeks at Sweet

377 FORE STREET

HAY'S

mciitin

Me.

Days
Days

stocked with up-to-date
goods to equip your summer home for
all sorts of weather

One of those who has
recently departed from the island is Mrs.
Ella
Long, the guest for the past two
weeks of Mrs. H. J. Bird.
Mrs. Long
left Tuesday for her home
in Boston.
She had never before been on
the
island and was so pleased with
the
island that words can
hardly express
her sorrow because she
was lea vine
j1
here.
The guests of Dr. D. E.
at
Goding
Sweet Briar cottage are Mrs.
J. W.
Willcins and daughter Una, of
Arlington, Mass., and Mrs. A. T.
Currier,
also of Arlington.
Mrs. F. W. Hol-

Tents For Sale and To Let
SULKQWITCH HARDWARE & PAINT CO.

(York Landing—7.1a

r^r
I

PUBLIC LANDING

—

tn.

To Portland
From Peaks

THOS.

—

(Forest City Landing:)
7.00. 8.00, ft.00, lo.30 a. m.. 12.20. 1.15,
2.00. 3.00. 4.00. 4.45. 5.45. 7.00. S.00
p. m.
To
Cushing Island—9.00, 10.30 a. m..
12.20. 3.00. 4.45. 7.00 n. m.
To
Little
and Great
Diamond Islands,
Trefethen
and
Landlms
Evergreen
(Peaks Island)—7.00. 8.00. ft.30. 10.30
a.
m., 12.20, 1.15, 2.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00,
Peaks

Our

tage.

Motor Boat and Yacht Supplies
M arine Hardware

a.

SUNDAYS.

To

Portland,

For Hot
For Cold

every moment of her

sojourn here.
Willard Mavberry of
Boston,

Briar.

m.,

From Orrs
3.45 p. ni.
From Sunset Landing (Great
Chebeague)
—6.55 a. m., 12.10 noon.
From Cousin Island—C.40. 11.55 a. m.
From Littlejohn Island—C.35, 11.5ft a. m.
From
Eastern
Landing
(Great
Chebeague—6.20. 11.35 p. m.
From Bustin Island—6.00. 11.15 a. m.
From Mere Point—5.35. 10.50 a. ni.
From Birch Island—5.30, 10.45 a. m.
From Harpswell Centre—5.15, 10.30 a. m.

St.

Cottage Furnishings

1

Miss Virginia Callan, also
of Boston,
and Mr. John Smith of
Worcester,
Mass., have all been recent guests
for a week or more at
RanclifTe cot-

Lancaster St.
Portland, Me.
RUGS MADE FROM OLD CARPETS
"We have just the Rug for the Cottage or Bungalow. Call and see our
different styles. Our prices will please you. Reference Portland Nat.
Bank.

Island (York .Landing)
m., 2.15. 4.00 p. m.
Island—6.00, 9.30 a. m., 2.00.

9.40

Mrs.

NOVELTY RUG COMPANY I

—

9.55

week's

Dwellings, Cottages, Hotels and Seaside Property.
H. N. PINKHAM
insured In the leading companies.
H. W. SUSSKRAUT, F. C. HUSSEY

From Little Diamond Island—6.20, 7.20,
8.20. 9.50, 11.25 a. ni., i.40, 3.45, 5.40,
7.00 p. m.
From Great Diamond Island—6.15,
7.15,
8.15, 9.45, 11.20 a. m., 1.35, 3.40, 5.35,
б.55 p. m.
From Trefethen Landing (Peaks Island)
—6.10. 7.10. 8.10, 9.40, 11.15 a. in., 1.30,
3.35, 5.30, 6.50 p. in.
From Evergreen
Landing (Peaks Island)
—6.05, 7.05, 8.05, 9.35; 11.10 a. m., 1.25,
3.30, 5.25, 6.45 p. m.
From Ponce Landing
(Long Island)—5.55.
6.55, 7.55. 9.25, 11.00 a. m., 1.15, 3.45,
5.15, 6.35 p. m.
From Doughty
Landing (Long Island)
5.45, 6.45, 7.45, 9.15, 10.50 a. m., 1.05.
3.15, 5.05, 6.25 p. ni.
From
Cleaves Landing (Long Island)—
5.40, 6.35. 7.35. 9.00 a. ni.. 3.00. 6.10 p. in.
From
Little Chebeague—6.30, 7.30, 9.05
а. m., 3.05, 6.15 p. m.
From Cliff Island—7.15, 10.45 a.
in., 3.20,
5.00 p. m.
From
Western
Landing (Great Chebeague)—5 20, 10.30 a. m., 3.05 p. ni.
From
Central
CheLanding
(Great
beague)—6.55, 10.20 a. m., 2.55, 4.40
m.

having enjoyed

DOW &. PINKHAM

ni.

Harpswell—6.30.

Breakfast after 8.
Luncheon 11 to 3.

Wright has returned to
Brooklyn, N. Y., after a

pleasant weeks stay with the Misses
Smith. Miss Mary Wright will
leave
the island on August
first, much to
the regret of the
many friends with
whom she has become a
dear acquaint ante during her month's
visit
with the Misses Smith.
The guest of the Misses
Bennett,
Miss Harriet Chapin
of
Brookline,
Mass., has returned to her
home,

Afternoon Tea until 7 p. m.
ROOMS SINGLE AND EN SUITE

TEL. 3484

a.

p. m.
From South
2.30, 4.15 p.
From
Bailey

ROOM

Congress St., Portland, Me.
(2 doors east Public Library).

Landing (Groat Chebeague)
ni., 1.3®, 6.15 p. ill.
Island, Central Landing (Great
Chebeague) South Harpswell, Bailey
Island and Orrs Island—7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 1.30. 5.15 p. ni.
To Sunset and Eastern
Landings (Great
Chebeugue), Cousin,
Littlejohn and
Bustin
Mere
Islands,
Birch
Point,
Island
and
Harpswell Centre—S.15 a.
m., 5.15 p. ni.
RETURN (Week Days)
To Portland
From Peaks Island (Forest
City Landing)—6.15, 7.20. 8.15, 9.15, 11.00 a. m.,
12.35, 1.20, 2.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35, 7.50,
8.35, 10.15 p. ni.
From
Cushlng Island—7.00, 8.00, 9.00,
10.45 a. m., 12.45, 2.45, 5.45, 6.45, 8.45
—10.15

Look for the Red Sign

TEA

609

5.15 p. in.
To Western
To

Complete

Miss Edna
h«-r home in

Bustin Island

HOTEL ENGUESTS.

MANY

past week many new
to the hotel for their
and the perfect weath-

prevailing

allowed all

to enjoy their vacation as
best suited
their desires.
Sailing and motor boat
parties are the principal form of diversion and every afternoon a
party
of guests from the hotel are
to be
seen upon the water of
the
bay.
Likewise in the evening this form of
pleasure is indulged in and trips have
been taken to Peak's Island and the 1
nearby islands. Deep sea fishing still
claims a number of devotees
and
while the success or this week's
parties has not equalled the affairs
of
the two weeks
previous, yet those
participating in this sport were pleased with their trip. One
day last week
while one of these parties were out
for the day, the engine in the motor
boat gave out and
they were compelled to row a considerable distance
before they were sighted
by a pleasure
party and happily for them they were
taken in tow and brought to the landing near the hotel. Tennis is attracting many of the younger people of the
hotel and Miss Hulda Fox of New
York City is one of the best players.
The semi-weekly
dancing parties attract a large party and the excellent
music furnished by the
Kearney trio I
is enjoyed b> all.
The members of
the summer colony
are
attending I
these functions and appreciate the
thouglitfulness of the management in
offering them the privilege of attending these delightful affairs.
mrs. jvi. K. Fox of New York CHv
and Miss Hulda Fox registered last
week for an extended sojourn.
They
are greatly charmed with the
island
and find here every delight for a
perfect vacation.
Miss Hulda Fox is an
expert tennis player and daily she is
to be found upon the courts
enjoying
this pastime.
Mr. Cort Hincken of
Dorchester,1
Mass., was among the arrivals of last
week.
He is planning to spend several \veek3 at the hotel. Mr. Hincken
and his parents have spent several
seasons here and he has
many friends
among the guests here all of whom
gladly welcome him hack for another
year.
The following are among the recent

arrivals:

Walter C. Rogers, Doland P. Strand,
Mass.; Cort Hincken. Dorchester; Mrs. M. K. Fox, New York
City; Miss Hulda Fox, New York
City; W. E. Davis, Clinton, Mass.;
W. B. Stevens, N. Y.; Miss E. A.
Stevens, Boston; John W. Galligan,
Dorchester; Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Holbrook and family, Boston: F. Ravmond Andrews,
S.
Greenfield; S.
Green, West Stoughton, Mass.

Maiden,

Sts., Portland

Continutd from

page
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After the meeting the
following
committees were appointed:
Entertainment
Committees— Mrs.
White, Mrs. Pidge, Miss Miller, Miss
MacDonald, Miss Wellington,
Miss
Melcher, Miss Ricker, Miss Swan,
Miss Hosmer, Miss Fuller, Miss Weiler, Mrs. Ilussell, Mrs. Bartlett and
Mrs. Twiss.

Religious Service Committee—Mr^.
Hosmer, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Chaloner and
Mr. Ho^an.
Athletic Committee—Mr.
Hosmer,
Dr. Eugster, Mr.
E.
Dunning, Mr.
Russell, Mr. P. Redfield, Mr. Melcher,
Miss Bower, Miss
Clement, Mr. anu
Mrs. Bodurtha.

These committees are subject to
additions any time. The Social Committee had a meeting
Friday afternoon and arranged the
following dates
which it is hoped the
weather will
not interfere with:

July 28—"Island Day" on the Ball
Field. Chowder and coffee with
many
other good things served at 1
o'clock.
Aug. 4—Island Whist to which all
the Island is invited and no
admission
charged at Miss MacDonald's.

Aug. 9—Moving pictures
in
liie
Grove.
Aug. 14—Child's Restaurant at Midwood.
Pancakes and coffee and other
child's dainties served from 4
to 6.
Aug. 22—"Bustin's Big Bust." Details later but it will be a
big event.
Don't forget these dates and
plan for
each one.
Genuine

home made Chop
Suey. 35c up.
Yet-ca-mien, 23c. Chow Mien 50c. Fried
Ilice 25c. Real Italian
Spaghetti. Parties

accommodated on one or two days' notice.
MRS. LOUISE COLOMB,
Colomb Cottage,
Litclejohn's Island.

RED DRAGON GIFT SHOP AND
TEA ROOM

GREAT CHEBKAGUE. ME.
Gifts to please all.
Open
and
day
evening.
Lunches. Ice-cream. Box candies. etc.
Special parties can bo accommodated on order.
Frank L,. Pettingoll, Prop.
Miss Ethel Fogg, Mgr.

Gertrude Walker-Crowley
Soprano Soloist

Eastern

and

Vocal Teacher

Landing, Great Chebeague

"OLD HICKORY!"

Francisco,

Mr. Norman I. Black took a recent
flying trip to Boston, Mass., where
he remained for three days,

negotiating important business. He has now
returned to the Island and will stay
here until the
middle
of
August,
when he and his wife will take a
cruise down the Maine coast.
Mr.
and Mrs. Black generally start much
earlier on their cruise than they have
this year.

Eustls' Millinery, 439 Congress St.
Summer Sport Hats, 98c up, "Eustls."
—Adv.

We have a fine
summer

showing of the Hickorv Furniture
things to match.
THE 8TORE

and all other

BEAUTIFUL

Dangerous Study.

She—"It must have taken a lot of
persistence on your part to learn to
play the ukelele so well." He—MIt
I had to go constantly armed
did.
for three months."—Punch Bowl.

28 Free

St., Portland

Founded 1836

